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NATIONAL TV: CALM

Some agencies hat:
registered upfront ix -
gets -With the netwc-ks.
Indications are that/
more cross-platfc rot
deals are desires.
Buyers are still
adamant about n)t
paying increases hr
next season.
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Upfront dealing is 1111

gridlocked, though
some budgets have
been registered. A lit-
tle summer money is
trickling into scaler
from movie studio: aid
beverage compaiii,s.
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A retail war is hel:ing
stations in Dallas.
Atlanta and Den./E" are
also seeing incr.-read
spending generEtti
by competitive 13cal
retail climates.
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With the new Power Mac- G4' and Apple's revolutionary

iDVD and DVD Studio Pro" software, you can burn

your best work onto a refreshingly compact DVD.

iDVD's simple drag -and -drop interface makes it easy

to create elegant DVD menus - complete with titles,

backgrounds and chapter buttons - in minutes. Or

create richly interactive DVDs worthy of commercial

release with DVD Studio Pro. Then use the new G4's

aptly named SuperDrive-

to burn custom

DVDs that play

DVD-R ( -I. GB in almost any

Aandard DVD

player. No more

clumsy 3/4" tapes. No

more sweating when you can't find the beginning of

your clip in a meeting. Just ultra -crisp digital video

and CD -quality sound. And, unlike everything else in

this business, the whole package comes in way under

budget. Right around $3,500'.' Think different.



The Buyers agree...

"In the category of
Most Improved Network,
the award goes to ABC

and its younger-skewing
new shows."

Source: Averages compiled from estimates of
advertising agencies and media buying companies,

as reported in Electronic Media, 6/4/01.
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At Deadline
New Editor Fires Staffers at New York Post
Less than two months after arriving at the New York Post, edi-
tor Col Allan made his mark with a round of high -profile firings
last Friday. A veteran columnist, the liberal Jack Newfield, and
two senior editors, Marc Kalech and Stuart Marques, were
among those let go, said a source at the daily. Allan, who
replaced Xana Antunes in the editor's post in April, also dis-
missed two mid -level editors and a features columnist,
sources said. Allan's arrival followed a successful stint at The
Daily Telegraph and Sunday Telegraph in Sydney, Australia,
both of which are owned by Post parent News Corp. Sources
at the Post said speculation was mounting that Allan plans to
reach back to his Sydney connections to replace some of the
staffers he dismissed.

MSG Management Retooled
Three weeks after chairman Dave Checketts
was forced to leave Madison Square Garden,
the complex's management was reorganized to
create a six -person team that will oversee
MSG's sports teams, TV networks and enter-
tainment properties. The bulk of the duties
have been split between executive vp/C00
Seth Abraham, who was promoted to president
of MSG and Radio City Entertainment in charge
of facilities, sales and business development;
and New York Knicks executive vp Steve Mills,
who was promoted to president of sports team
operations of the Knicks, New York Rangers
hockey team and New York Liberty women's
basketball team. James Dolan, president/CEO
of parent Cablevision Systems, will remain
chairman of MSG, and Robert Lemle will contin-
ue to serve as vice chair. The remaining players
on the MSG management team include Scott
Layden, who was promoted to president/gener-
al manager of the Knicks, and Glen Sather,
president/gm of the Rangers.

VH1 Creates Prime -Time Themes
VH1 this week will unveil a new programming
strategy, My VH1 prime time, to brand nights of
the week with specific genres. My Mondays
allows viewers to vote for programming prime time, which
will run 9 p.m. -midnight, via the Web, selecting, for example,
which episodes of Behind the Music they want to see.
Movies That Rock will air on Wednesdays, and Front Row Fri-
days will present VH1 Storytellers, which will premiere new
episodes this month, and concert events. On the weekends
this summer, VH1 will launch new series, including Cover
Wars and VHI Undercover. "Our viewers have a connection

JUN 1 1 2001
with single series like Behind the Music, but [with this new
strategy ] we are spreading that equity across seven nights,
which was not the past philosophy," said Sean Moran, direc-
tor of VH1 ad sales.

Report: NBC, ABC Upfronts to Drop Most
NBC and ABC will suffer the biggest declines in upfront prime -
time advertising dollars taken in compared to last year,
according to an analysis by Deutsche Banc Alex.Brown. The
report says ABC's upfront take will fall 25 percent, to $1.77
billion, down from $2.35 billion last year; and NBC's upfront
dollars will fall 12 percent, from $2.35 billion to $2.06 billion.
CBS, according to the report, is projected to take in $1.68 bil-
lion, up 5 percent from last year, largely due to Survivor being

on its fall schedule; and The WB is also expect-
ed to take in 5 percent more upfront revenue,
reaching $450 million. Fox is projected to be up
1 percent, to $1.31 billion, while UPN is project-
ed to be up 10 percent, to $170 million, largely
based on Buffy, The Vampire Slayer and Roswell
being added to the network's lineup. Overall,
Deutsche Banc projects that the network prime -
time upfront will be down 9 percent, to $7.43
billion from $8.18 billion last year.
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AT&T Unplugs Set -Top Box Plans
AT&T Corp. last week scrapped plans for
advanced interactive TV set -top boxes and
asked Microsoft and rival Liberate Technologies
to create software for a less -complex product.
After two years of working with Microsoft-
which invested $5 billion in AT&T to finalize the
deal-the nation's largest cable operator felt
consumers were not ready for set -top boxes
that provided such advanced features as tele-
phone service and high-speed Internet access
through the set -tops. AT&T has already been
testing Liberate software in its DCT-2000 set -
tops, but the media giant envisions additional
interim capabilities for its more than 15 million
cable -TV customers before expanding into
more -advanced offerings.

Industry Standard Bows Redesign
The Industry Standard will have a new look this week. The
New Economy weekly has been redesigned and has adopted
a new tagline, Intelligence for the Information Economy. "Visu-
ally, the Standard has always had a utilitarian design," said
editor in chief Jonathan Weber. "This will be a more sophisti-
cated look, with rich graphics." IS also features a new, bolder
logo and several new departments, (Continued on page 34)
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Advocacy Groups Support
TV Nets in Appeals to FCC
Politics made strange bedfellows in the
latest twist to the broadcast networks'
efforts to have the regulatory limits on
TV station ownership raised. A coalition
of the International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers, the National Consumers
League and the National Grange, a rural
family action group, last week sent sepa-
rate letters to Federal Communications
Commission Chairman Michael Powell
arguing that the nets should be allowed
to acquire additional stations in the in-
terest of preserving free, over -the -air TV.

Telecom lobbyists and independent
broadcasters said they were suspicious
of the coalition's ties to the networks.
One industry rep noted the similarity
between phrasing in the three letters
and arguments filed previously with the
FCC by NBC, which has been fighting for
several years to have the 35 percent
U.S. broadcast -coverage limit eased.

The position of the Consumers
League on the ownership cap is the
opposite of the Consumers' Union, the
well-known advocacy group that does
not want the limit raised. -Alicia Mundy

Self Editor Danziger Hopes
To Build on Leive's Success
Lucy Danziger rejoins Conde Nast today
as editor in chief of Self, succeeding Cin-
di Leive, who earlier this month moved
over to run Glamour. Danziger, most re-
cently a media consultant, was editor in
chief of Women's Sports & Fitness until
Conde Nast folded the monthly last July
due to weak circulation.

Given Self's emphasis on healthy liv-
ing and fitness, Danziger's new posting
should not be a stretch. "I am a fan of
what Self is doing, and I hope to build
on the success that Cindi has had,"
Danziger said. "My past assignment cer-
tainly gave me a lot of experience. But
what is unique about this magazine is
how it connects to the readers."

Danziger joins a re -energized Self.
Under Leive, the book's total paid circula-
tion grew 13.2 percent, to 1.14 million,
in last year's second half, according to
the Audit Bureau of Circulations. Medi-
aweek Monitor re- (continued on page 8)

Baseball Pitch
Challenges Fox
Ad market slowdown frustrating efforts to sell large inventory

TV SPORTS By John Consoli
The soft advertising market that
has stalled the TV networks'
upfront sales is also hampering
Fox's efforts to sell the large
amount of inventory available
for Major League Baseball post -

season telecasts, which will dominate the
network's prime -time lineup in October.

While Fox recently signed up Radio
Shack for a major package that includes
commercial time on regular -season Satur-
day baseball telecasts, the All -Star Game,
divisional playoffs, American and Nation-
al League Championship Series and the
World Series, most advertisers are hold-
ing out for price cuts over what they paid
Fox last season. In Radio Shack's case, the
advertiser picked up some added value by
getting to sponsor a baseball -trivia ques-
tion segment on each game broadcast. But
there are only so many deals that Fox can
sweeten that way.

Compounding Fox's ad sales challenge
is that the network acquired the entire
broadcast -network MLB package for a
whopping $2.5 billion over six years last
fall, just as the economy was beginning to slide.
The slowdown makes it particularly difficult for
Fox to cut multiyear deals-which are often
used to entice advertisers with volume dis-
counts-to cover the investment made by boss
Rupert Murdoch, chairman of parent News
Corp. "No network wants to cut a long-term
deal now, when the marketplace is buyer -
friendly, and lock into [lower] rates three or
four years down the road," one buyer said.

Just as they are in no rush to do their prime -
time entertainment programming deals for
next season, media buyers are not in any hurry
to put down dollars for Fox's postseason prime -
time baseball inventory. Buyers who have made
deals or have talked with Fox say they are pay-
ing about 5 percent less per 30 -second com-
mercial on the divisional playoff games-about
$76,000 per spot, down from $80,000 last sea-
son. Buyers claim that Fox has had to trim rates

Praying for a rally: Murdoch (center) is hoping busi-
ness picks up to recoup Fox's $2.5 billion investment.

for the ALCS and NLCS games even deeper,
by about 15 percent, to $85,000 per :30. The
network is said to have been able to hold the
line from last year on its World Series spots at
about $275,000 per :30, although most buyers
say it is too early to spend for Series inventory.

Fox sales executives were not available for
comment.

"The problem for Fox right now is that they
have tons of baseball inventory in fourth-quar-
ter prime time, and that quarter is expected to
be soft," said one major buyer. When NBC
shared national baseball with Fox, the buyer
noted, the Peacock Network had some success
selling postseason baseball avails with other
prime -time inventory. "Fox has not done as
much of that in the past, but they may have to
this year," the buyer said.

Bob Igiel, president of the broadcast divi-
sion of The Media Edge, called Fox Sports
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sales chief Jim Burnett "one of the greatest
packagers of all-time" with the network's Nat-
ional Football League ad inventory, "where he
has had more freedom to do it."

Another buyer suggested that Fox may put
together packages that include both NFL reg-
ular -season and MLB postseason games.

The growing supply of baseball on local
broadcast and cable TV is another challenge
for Fox. Four national cable networks, includ-
ing ESPN, air a total of nine games per week.
"There's just too much baseball on television-
too many games," Igiel said. "You have nation-
al games, regional games, games on cable every
night of the week. But the networks are caught
in a Catch -22. You can't afford to pay the huge
rights fees to televise the games unless you add
more games, so you can sell more inventory."

Another obstacle is the waning interest on
the part of advertisers to pay extra for category
exclusivity in sports telecasts. "There is so
much sports on broadcast and cable that there
is no longer a need to pay for exclusivity," one
buyer said. "Exclusivity in most sports events is
too expensive, and you get too limited a reach
of audience."

In addition, the auto category is not as
strong in sports as it used to be, as research has
proven that women are making many car -buy-
ing decisions and more dollars are diverted to
non -sports programming. "The automotive
and beer ad battles are not what they used to be
on sports telecasts-they are not as cutthroat,"
the buyer noted.

In addition to its exclusive rights to carry
postseason games in prime time, Fox also has
Saturday -afternoon MLB rights; those tele-
casts began on June 2. Each Saturday, Fox car-
ries four games around the country, feeding the
most prominent game to the highest percent-
age of viewers. In most instances, two games air
at 1 p.m. EST, and two air at 4 p.m. The June
2 games, which included an attractive New
York Yankees and Cleveland Indians matchup,
recorded a cumulative 2.5 rating/7 share, down
4 percent from last year. The rating among
men 18-49 was a 1.8, down 5 percent, and men
18-34 was also a 1.8, off 11 percent.

Ad rates for the Saturday telecasts range
from $10,000 to $30,000 per :30, but accord-
ing to one buyer, "Fox is taking whatever they
can for most of those games."

Fox's most immediate challenge is selling
spots on the All -Star Game, which will air
nationally in prime time on July 10. The net-
work is said to be pricing spots at $100,000 to
$150,000. "The All -Star Game still does a sol-
id rating-it did a 10.1 last year," noted one
buyer. "But it did a 14.0 five years ago. It used
to be the summer TV sports event. Like all of
baseball, it's just not a must -buy anymore." 

Drawing Demos With Dramas
Kellner hopes TNT, IBS and WB can together win Big Three-sized audiences

CABLE TV By Megan Larson
NT wants to be the ultimate source for
drama. But as recent efforts with upscale
original drama series, Bull and Breaking
News, failed to appeal to viewers, net-

work executives want to open its programming
doors to a wider and younger audience.

For example, while the network holds the
rights to ER, NYPD Blue and Law & Order, it
recently acquired the younger -skewing WB
drama Charmed. Moreover, it is replacing last
summer's original series and critical darling
Bull with Witchblade starting this Tuesday. The
sci-fi action series is based on a TNT original
movie that earned impressive ratings when it
aired last month on the WB.

Breaking News, a high -concept drama about
a broadcast -news division, was recently dumped
before it even aired. And TNT is looking at
other WB series to pick up and will announce a
new original drama in a few weeks in which the
core characters are young."It looks like [Turner
Broadcasting chairman] Jamie Kellner arrived
and said that it is time to
cross-pollinate the net-
works and grow the WB's
audience elsewhere," said
Kris Magel, vp of nation-
al broadcast for Optime-
dia. "He has top-notch
product there and knows
he can find success with it
on cable," said Magel.

For his part, Kellner
told Mediaweek recently
(see page 10 of the Special
Report in this issue) that
with a younger -skewing
TNT and TBS aside
the WB, the AOL Time
Warner -owned TV nets
will be able to compete
with the broadcast net-
works for a bigger adver-
tising budget. "Jamie's
philosophy has always
been that younger is bet-
ter," said Steve Koonin, executive vp and gen-
eral manager of TNT. "It was conversation
before, and now it is reality," he said. The
target demo is 18-49, he said.

In the wake of the cancellation of Bull and
Breaking News, the unveiling of the network's
first network -image campaign this week to
establish its identity as the ultimate drama des-

Witchblade, starring Yancy Butler (stand-
ing), is part of TNT's new drama strategy.

tination seems like odd timing. The promotion,
TNT: We Know Drama, showcases several
high -caliber actors, as well as Nascar drivers
like Jeff Gordon describing what drama means
to them. What airs this week is the first install-
ment of a three-part, $100 million campaign
that is designed to differentiate TNT from its
sister network TBS Superstation, which will
market itself as a comedy channel later this year.

"What you are seeing at TNT is the evolu-
tion of a brand and an attempt to differentiate
itself," said Bob Igiel, MediaEdge's broadcast
buying chief. "If the question is, does [pro-
gramming] match the campaign? I guess not,
unless they consider Witchblade a drama."

Said Koonin: "Witchblade is pure summer
fun. We are trying to evolve from quality to
something that is 100 percent pure dramatic
entertainment, with great characters, great
writing and great stories." Moreover, he
added, "You have to judge [the campaign] by
the stuff we will put out in the future, not the

two shows we have tried
it in the past."

It was hoped that the
two expensive projects
would be the poster chil-
dren for TNT's branding
efforts, but the marketing
concept was conceived
before Breaking News was
shot and, according to
insiders, the plot just did
not gel the way the net-
work envisioned.

After conducting co-
pious consumer inter-
views during the devel-
opment of the campaign,
TNT execs determined
that there were two
types of drama viewers:
the couch potato and the
pure fan who has an
emotional connection
with dramas. "Bull was

too much mind and not enough heart-it
went over people's heads," said Koonin.

Moreover, he adds that people become
receptive to drama at a young age. "Look at the
WB's track record," Koonin said. "Its only suc-
cesses are dramas." Other pending original
projects are a pilot for The Big Time, a drama
from John Wells starring Molly Ringwald. 
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MediaWire
ports Self's ad pages were down 9.3 per-
cent, to 552, through June compared to
the first half of 2000. -Lisa Granatstein

Report: Media Spending to
Hit $496 Billion in 2005
In its Global Entertainment and Media
Outlook five-year report, Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers predicts that despite the 2001
economic slowdown, long-term spending
prospects remain bright. The U.S. enter-
tainment and media marketplace will
grow at a 7.1 percent annual rate, reach-
ing $496 billion in 2005. Broadcast TV
and cable networks' revenue will in-
crease by 6.2 percent this year and
reach $60.5 billion in 2005, thanks to
digital cable and satellite TV. Magazine
publishing will remain sluggish in 2001,
growing only 1.7 percent due to the loss
of tobacco and dot-com ads. But by '05,
total mag spending is projected to reach
$60.5 billion. Newspaper revenue is
expected to grow 2.6 percent this year
and increase 4.9 percent compounded
annually to hit $75.7 billion in four years.

The report says that Internet adver-
tising and access revenue will continue
to grow, increasing to $38.4 billion by
2005. Radio and out -of -home advertis-
ing is expected to advance 5.2 percent
this year and 7.7 percent annually,
reaching 35.5 billion by '05. -LG

Out -of -Home Big for ESPN
ESPN's adult -male audience is 10 per-
cent larger than Nielsen Media Research
averages when out -of -home viewing is
included, according to a new in-house
study. ESPN reports that 17.1 million
men watch broadcast and cable TV each
week in restaurants/bars, hotels/motels,
second homes, at work and at colleges.
Of that total, ESPN says 4.4 million
watch its network. The study also found
that ABC's Monday Night Football audi-
ence increases by about 5 percent when
out -of -home viewing is included.

While media buyers agree there is a
significant number of out -of -home view-
ers, there's no proof that the additional
audience sees and retains commercials.
"There's a feeling that in those locations,
there is a lack of attentiveness," said
Bob Igiel, president of the broadcast divi-
sion of The Media Edge. -John Consoli

Viacom to Up Its Bet in Vegas
Television City facility expected to test MN Nets fare with consumers

NETWORK TV By John Consoli

CBS is so pleased with the results gar-
nered from its programming -research
facility, Television City, in the MGM
Grand Hotel in Las Vegas, that parent

Viacom is planning to expand the consumer-
sampling effort to include other units, includ-
ing MTV, VH1, Nickelodeon and Block-
buster Video.

The facility, which began limited operations
in late April but officially opened on June 1,
includes a retail store; four screening rooms
equipped with touch -screen computers, whose
questionnaire results are instantly sent to CBS
research headquarters in New York; and an
HDTV room, where viewers can see the latest
in high -definition television. It is open 12 hours
a day, seven days a week, and it has the ability to
conduct a poll in each room every half hour.

While some observers have questioned
whether the gambling capital of the world is
the best place to get a cross section of Ameri-
ca's viewpoints on TV programming, David
Poltrack, CBS executive vp of research and
planning, points out that family travel to Las
Vegas is on the rise, particularly in the sum-
mer. And the MGM Grand has an amusement
park on site that is ideal for families with
younger children.

Poltrack said on any given day, up to 800
people can watch CBS shows and be polled. In
addition to people who walk in on their own,
recruiters roam the MGM Grand complex and
usher people into the facility.

CBS has already used some of the Vegas
polling information to help determine which
new shows won spots on the network's fall
prime -time schedule.

Poltrack said media buyers looking for a
bargain on CBS this fall might want to place

Temple of TV research: CBS is getting viewer

feedback out of a "lab" at the MGM Grand.

some of their ad dollars in The Agency. The
freshman show, although scheduled to air in the
tough Thursday 10 p.m. time slot against
NBC's juggernaut ER, was well liked among
ER viewers who have seen the pilot at Televi-
sion City. "It could be a sleeper at a much bet-
ter price than ER," Poltrack said.

"Our testing operation at Television City
was a major component of evaluating all 22 of
our pilots," Poltrack said. And CBS is planning
to share all the public's perceptions of the new
shows with those shows' producers.

Media buyers said that while more -precise
viewer feedback for show creators can be a plus,
care must be taken not to unduly influence the
creative process and abandon programming
instincts. "One of the lowest -testing pilots was
Seinfeid, which ended up being the most
watched show not only in Peoria, but around
the country," noted John Rash, chief broadcast
negotiator for Campbell Mithun Esty.

Syndie Shakes Out Fall Shows
Buena Ifista's Your Big lipeakwon't return; Warner's flimitlale good to go

SYNDICATION By Daniel Frankel
With production and advertising -
sales deadlines near, and station
partners anxious to firm up next
fall's schedules, syndicators last

week decided the fate of the few new and vet-
eran series still hanging in the balance.

Among veteran shows, Buena Vista Tele-
vision's talent -search weekly, Your Big Break,
will not return for a third season. According
to several station programming officials car-
rying the show, the syndicator told them not
to schedule the half-hour series next fall. It
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The #1 Brand
for Women
is now

The #1 Brand
in Primetime!

#1 in primetime for all basic cable networks.

#1 with all adults in total day.

#1 with all key female demos in primetime

and total day.

#1, #2 and #3 top original dramas

on basic cable.

Lifetime

'Source: Nielsen Media Research (01/01/01- 04/01/01).
1) #1 in Prime: Coverage AA% HH rating vs. all basic cable networks.
2) #1 in Total Day: Coverage M% A18+ rating vs. all basic cable networks.
3) #1 Prime and Total Day, Coverage AA% W18-49, W18+, WVV18+,

and W25-54 (000) versus all basic cable networks.
4) Top 3 Original Dramas: Coverage AA% HH ratings vs. all basic cable networks.

Lifetime
MOVIE NETWORK f tib eme

01414.JE

www.lifetimetv.com



has a 1.7 season -to -date household rating,
according to Nielsen Media Research. Buena
Vista officials had no comment.

Meanwhile, Warner Bros. Domestic Tele-
vision's half-hour late -night game strip, Street
Smarts, will be renewed for a second season.
The show's fate was imperiled when Tribune
stations in New York and Los Angeles de-
clined to renew it. However, station pro-
grammers in several other markets who carry
the show said that Warners Bros. is close to
replacing the clearances in those key markets.

"If it was going away, we'd have been given
a nod and a wink by now," said Dave Ward,
programming director for Emmis Communi-
cations' WB affiliate WKCF-TV in Orlando.
Warner Bros. officials also had no comment.

The syndicator did, however, announce
last week that its new-relationship/game
series, Elimidate, will launch next fall. Warner

Bros. managed to fill in the half-hour strip's
final two clearance holes. With recent deals in
New York with independent low -power
WLNY-TV and Denver's Tribune-owned
WB affiliate, ICWGN-TV, the series is now
cleared in 94 percent of the country.

Among a handful of romance-themed re-
ality shows, Elimidate will be joined in syndi-
cation next fall by Columbia TriStar TV Dis-
tribution's Shipmates. The series is cleared in
the majority of the country. Columbia offi-
cials set an Aug. 27 launch date for the strip
but have yet to release a clearance list.

Finally, among new action hours, New
Line Television's Hark Knocks is cleared in the
majority of the country. However, the neces-
sary international financing channels still are
being worked out, according to executives
close to the project. New Line officials were
unavailable for comment.

Business 2.0 Brand to Live On
lime Inc.'s Fortune Group will fold dompanyNowinto newly acquired title

MAGAZINES By Lisa Granatstein

As expected, Time Inc.'s Fortune
Group, publisher of Money and For-
tune Small Business, last week acquired
Business 2.0. The price was $68 mil-

lion, according to the magazine's U.K-based
publisher, Future Network. Additionally, Fu-
ture Network will receive
25 percent of annual rev-
enue in excess of $50 mil-
lion for the next five years
and 25 percent of revenue
in excess of $10 million
from Business 2.0's Web site
and conferences.

Future's biweekly version
of Business 2.0 will cease
publication with the July 12
issue. Beginning with the
September issue, due on
newsstands Aug. 13, For-
tune's New Economy spinoff
eCompany Now will be re-
designed and relaunched as
Business 2.0, a monthly that will meld editorial
from both titles. "It's a clearer name, a broad-
er name and a better name," said Jack Haire,
Fortune Group president, on the renaming of
eCompany Now. "Business 2.0 has been out there
three years. It's more entrenched." The last
issue of eCompany will be dated July. Business
2.0's new circulation rate base will be 550,000,
combining the circ of the two publications.

Business 2.0's current staff of about 130 peo-
ple has been laid off, but a handful of staffers
may join Time Inc., Haire said.

The magazine's final sale price came in
well below what Mort Zuckerman fetched for
Fast Company, the New Economy tide he sold

to G+J USA late last year for
$360 million, with an op-
tion for more depending on
future advertising revenue.
Since Future Networks
hired Morgan Stanley in
February to pursue a possi-
ble sale of 2.0, the book, like
others in the New Economy
genre, saw its ad pages
plummet. Business 2.0 was
down 59.8 percent, with 687
ad pages through June, ac-
cording to the Mediaweek
Magazine Monitor.

As for Future, the pub-
lishing company, which this

year has shut down 20 magazines, will refo-
cus on its core business-niche video gaming
and home -computing magazines. "There
is pride in having [Business 2.0] recognized
by the world's biggest magazine publisher as
the one magazine in this space that they
most wanted to partner with," said Chris
Anderson, Future Network founder and
chairman. -with Lori Lefevre

WHY WALL MHO ANALYSTS Alt SO

Spying n Your Workers Employing Harker C

DIX, It Work? Is If Right

Meowing Your Implitiyees
SAP Gnie, All Out

5100 Million on Marie/mg

The book will get a makeover and
relaunch as a monthly in August.
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WE KNOW
DRAMA

This is our new logo and tagline. We're introducing them to America on Tuesday,

June 12. To preview how this will look on your TV, peel off and place over the

old TNT logo on the lower right corner of your set. Thank you for your cooperation.



Law & Order
Tuesdays at 8PM and 10PM

Movie Weekends
Starting Fridays at 8PM

83rd PGA Championship
August 13-19

The Mists of Avalon
Premiering July 2001

Witchblade
Tuesdays at 9PM

NASCAR
Starting July 5 at 8PM

ER
Weekdays at 9AM and 10AM

James Dean
Premiering August 2001

WE KNOW DRAMA'
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Coffee Sleeve Advertising
by BriteVision Media

around your target audience
How do you make her as loyal to your
brand as she is to her cup of coffee?

You can start by putting your message
into her hands!

Yahoo! is always looking for opportunities to communicate with

consumers in unique and meaningful ways. BriteVision Media
coffee sleeves deliver our brand literally into the hands of our

rget market during their daily habit of drinking a cup of
coffee. This is a great way to get consumers to spend time

with our brand and drive trial for various Yahoo! services.

ifer Dulski, Yahoo! Brand Manager

Slip under the radar and into their hands!

Britel'ision Media...

hand-deliveling over 5 million targeted billboards across America every month.

www.britevision.com

-13riteVision Medic



What's your BriteVision?

VO: "Wake up to a new vision." V0: "BriteVision Media provides you with an VO: "Connect with the hands of a highly qualified,
intimate introduction into the busy lives of your hard -to -reach audience each and everyday."

target customers."

VO: "Follow them to their offices and homes." VO: "Sit on their desks for hours at a time." V0: "BriteVision Media's Coffee Sleeve

Advertising - capture their attention!"

Stand-alone, place -based I Frequency of every day I Exposure time of at least 15 minutes

trooesota ivons Baseball Team

wawa

Warmth.
Now 111e ma.CA.1111

9161AecOrdS

RADIOHEAD
AMNESIAC

We distribute to thousands of high -end
cafe's in the top 40 US markets:

 Downtown/Financial Districts
 Airports
 College Campuses

 Suburbs
 B2B

 Events/Tradeshows

Utilizing our ZipCode Zoom- technology, we combine the targeting/one-to-one
communication of direct mail with the visibility of out -of -home media.

Other fresh, hot ideas from BriteVision Media
 Add coupons, samples, and other promotional attachments to your sleeve to ensure user interactivity
 Co -brand with major coffeehouses

For more information about BriteVision Media and how we can develop
an effective program to meet your advertising objectives:

visit www.britevision.cor or call 1-877-479-7777
San Francisco 877-479-7777 New York 718-855-8888 Los Angeles 714-962-6033

www.britevision.com

-.BriteVision Media
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LOS ANGELES TV STATIONS

News Ratings Hit
As HUT Levels Dip
BY JEREMY MURPHY

The levels of homes using televisions in
Los Angeles, the nation's second-largest
TV market, are down 2 whole percent-

age points from this time last year, which
might have something to do with the dra-
matic turn of fortunes in last month's sweeps
race. Both KNBC and KABC experienced
significant audience erosion, but KCBS,
which has trailed in the market for years, saw
jaw -dropping gains.

During the May ratings book, HUT lev-
els dropped from 38.3 percent to 36.6 per-
cent, according to Nielsen Media Research.
Couple that with an increasingly fragmented
news audience-there are now more than
seven TV stations doing local news in the
market-and you've got the makings of a

cent gain in share, averaging a 2.0/4.
"These were the best numbers WCBS has

achieved in 10 years," said John Severino,
gm/vp of the station. "We're the only station
to have experienced gains in newscasts across
the board. It was a strong book for us." KCBS
was helped considerably by judge Judy's strong
afternoon lead-in, a robust CBS prime time
(Survivor, CSI, judging Amy), and overall cos-
metic changes Severino has made at the sta-
tion, including new anchor lineups put in
place earlier this year. Severino doesn't think
HUT levels had too much impact on the May
ratings book, noting that KCBS would have
felt it too had it been that big of a loss.

While KNBC won the 11 p.m. news race,
it took a small hit from last year. The station

L.A.'S TV NEWS BLUES
May Sweeps Numbers for Leading Newscasts

STATION 6 P.M. RATING % CHANGE FROM
MAY '00

11 P.M. RATING % CHANGE

KNBC 4.1 -28% 8.0 -6%
KABC 5.8 -8% 6.9 -5%
KCBS 2.0 +54% 4.5 +10%

Source. Nielsen Media Research

Madison's shift
away from car
chases is not
paying ratings
dividends for
KNBC's news.

huge headache for L.A. TV executives.
"Every time another option presents it-

self, it chips away at something," said Paula
Madison, KNBC's president/general manag-
er. "The (ratings) have to come from some-
where. It's not something we're relishing-
we're not enjoying this," Madison said.

At 6 p.m., KNBC dipped to a 4.1/9 from
last year's 5.7/11, a 28 percent drop in ratings
and an 18 drop in share. The station finished
the 6 p.m. race in second, behind KABC,
which posted a 5.8/12, an 8 percent loss in
ratings and share. KCBS, on the other hand,
saw a 54 percent gain in ratings and a 33 per -

went from an 8.5/18 to a 8.0/15, a 6 percent
drop in rating. KABC averaged a 6.9/15, a 5
percent loss in rating. KCBS averaged a
4.5/10, a gain of 10 percent in rating and 11
percent in share.

KNBC's Madison, who took over the sta-
tion last November, is not taking the losses
lying down. The battle -tested former news di-
rector (she helped bring New York's WNBC
to No. 1 in local news) is in the midst of a
dramatic station overhaul, including new
anchor lineups, programming changes and
a move towards more -substantive news
coverage. She is doing away with the sensa-

tional freeway chases, grisly crime coverage
and fluffy feel -good features. Instead, KN-
BC is doing more news about the state's en-
ergy crisis, education, health care and polit-
ical issues.

Media buyers, however, say an issue -ori-
ented newscast may not play well with the
18-49 demo group.

"People are going to find the freeway
chases somewhere," said Kim Barber, associ-
ate broadcast director for Bates USA.

What's hurting the station most, however,
is The Rosie O'Donnell Show, which isn't bring-
ing viewers into the station's evening news
block. The talk show, which dropped from a
4.0/11 last year to a 2.0/16 this May at 3 p.m.,
is being blamed for KNBC's 30 percent loss
in the 4 p.m. news hour. "Lead-in is every-
thing," Barber said, noting the wrong pro-
gramming choice at 3 or 4 p.m. can kill a sta-
tion's entire evening performance.

"We had the lowest rating at 3 p.m. in the
history of the station," said Madison. "We
have to address that situation. It sets the
stage for the rest of the afternoon."

That includes the 5 p.m. time slot, where
the station took a 27 percent drop in rating
and a 20 percent drop in share. First -place
KABC also took a big hit at 5 p.m., posting a
32 percent loss in ratings and a 21 percent
loss in share; while KCBS, surprisingly,
earned a 77 percent increase in ratings and a
67 percent increase in share from last year,
averaging a 2.3/5.

Mornings and afternoons have also seen
slippage. At 5 a.m., KNBC went from a 1.6
rating/15 share last year to a 1.4/13 this past
May. At 6 a.m., the station went from a
4.2/19 to a 3.4/16.

ORLANDO, FLA. NEWSPAPERS

El Sentinel to Serve
Central Fla. Latinos
BY K.L. GIONTI

Attempting to reach Central Florida's
growing Hispanic population, Tribune
Co.'s Orlando Sentinel plans to launch a

weekly publication covering local, national
and international news in both English and
Spanish. Called El Sentinel, the new weekly
will be circulated for free to 60,000 homes
and newsstands in Orange, Osceola, Semi-
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I ,ocal 'Willa
nole, Lake and West Volusia counties begin-
ning in August.

Orlando Sentinel columnist Maria T
Padilla will serve as editor of El Sentinel and
elSentinel.com, an internet site produced in
conjunction with the print publication. The
new venture aims to attract readers by focus-
ing on local news and publishing in both lan-
guages, says Padilla, who was also promoted
to the Orlando Sentinel's Hispanic affairs edi-
tor last week.

"Marketing to the Hispanic market will
always be a challenge because language will
always be an issue," she says. "The reader has
to be drawn in."

During the 1990s, Central Florida's His-
panic population increased 165 percent, to
almost 300,000. Today, Hispanics make up 9
percent of Orlando's population, according
to Scarborough Research.

The print and internet operations will
include reports from the Orlando Sentinel's
bureau in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and from
Tribune's (which owns the Sentinel) bureau in
Havana, Cuba. Stories from Hispanic coun-
tries will be reported mostly in Spanish, says
Padilla. Content from sister papers in South
Florida, New York, Chicago and Los Angeles
will also be used.

With both local and national advertising,
representatives expect El Sentinel and elSen-
tinel.com to be very profitable. "Hispanics
connect much better to advertisers that
attempt to reach their market," says Anibal
Torres, who will oversee sales for El Sentinel
and elSentinel.com.

This is not the Sentinel's first effort to
reach Hispanic readers. In 1999, the daily
launched Impacto, a Sunday feature section
aimed at Hispanics. And as part of the paper's
redesign last September, additional coverage
of Puerto Rico and Central America-places
where many of the area's Hispanic residents
have roots-was added.

Other media outlets are also recognizing
Central Florida's rising Hispanic population.
WNUE-FM launched the first FM Span-
ish -language station in December last year,
and this past January, Entravision Commu-
nications' WVEN-TV became the first full -
power Spanish language outlet in Orlando.

The media's investment in the Hispanic
market is a good indicator of the population's
growth, says Joe Castro, executive vice pres-
ident of Zubi Advertising, a leading Hispan-
ic advertising agency based in Miami.

"The Hispanic market was not something
that was exposed," he says. "But that's chang-

ing. The numbers speak for themselves."

TV STATIONS

Friends Shopped
Market -by -Market
BY DANIEL FRANKEL

With negotiations with incumbent
station group Tribune stalled, War-
ner Bros. Domestic Television sales

officials are crisscrossing the country, nego-
tiating second -cycle syndication
license fees for Friends with in-
dividual stations.

With Warner Bros.' initial li-
cense -fee demands higher than
the record -breaking agreements
obtained by Columbia TriStar
TV Distribution for Seinfeld's sec-
ond cycle in 1998 and 1999, a
number of incumbent stations
outside Tribune are balking dur-
ing the initial talks, as well. That's
creating an open -bid situation for
Friends, the top -rated off -net sit-
com in syndication. The show
will likely be switching stations in
many key markets when it starts its second
cycle in December 2004.

San Diego will be one of those markets,
with the stripped series moving from Tri-
bune's KSWB-TV to Fox's XETV-TV.

"Certainly, by 2005, the show won't have
the audience it has today," said Chuck Dun-
ning, general sales manager for the station.
"But like Cheers or M*A*S*H*, it should
retain a certain amount of value."

The series is currently double -run in syn-
dication and will start a cable run on TBS
next fall. Some station programming officials
say they fear overexposure for the series.

"It's the highest price ever asked for in
this market," said Dave Ward, programming
director for WKCF-TV, an Ernrnis Commu-
nications -owned VVB affiliate in Orlando
that currently runs Friends in access.

"One show at that price could break the
place. It's tough knowing that we could lose
Friends in the open market, but it's really
tough to predict what the ratings will be like
three -and -a -half years from now," said Ward.

While the show is likely to leave its first -
cycle stations in many markets through open
bidding, at least one incumbent,Tribune's
KTWB-TV in Seattle, has re -upped for the
second cycle.

Applegate is focusing
on family issues.

BOSTON TV STATIOV

Slow Start for Host
BY JEREMY MURPHY

Ayear after NBC pulled the plug on its
Later Today morning news -variety show,
Later host Jodi Applegate is back on the

air. The perky anchorwoman, who many
thought would follow Katie Couric up the net-
work ladder, debuted her 4:30 p.m. news -vari-
ety show last Monday on Fox's owned -and -
operated WFXT-TV in Boston. The outlet

previously aired Fox Kids pro-
gramming in its 3-5 p.m. block.

"We want to focus on the
issues families deal with every
day," said Applegate.

Ratings for its June 4 debut,
however, were not spectacular.
The show averaged a 0.5 rat-
ing/1 share on its Monday de-
but, but it grew to a 1.7/5 the
next day. Comparatively NBC
affiliate WHDH averaged a
4.7/13 at 4:30 p.m. with Extra,
and CBS O&O WBZ scored a
3.6/10 with The Rosie O'Donnell
Show. "The time period is a real

challenge," said Tricia Maloney, WFXT's
research director. "We've always had anima-
tion [from 3-5 p.m.]."

MIAMI TV STATIONS

Jury Finds for WPLG
BY JEREMY MURPHY

Following a flurry of tough -talking testi-
mony, a federal court jury in Miami last
week ruled that former WPLG-TV

anchor/reporter Steve Alvarez was not a vic-
tim of age discrimination when the Post-
Newsweek station did not renew his three-
year contract in 1999. Alvarez, 47, had
claimed that the station, which employed
him for nine years, did not renew his con-
tract because of his age.

During the course of the trial, almost a
dozen former and current WPLG employees
were called to testify. The case took a twist two
weeks ago, when WPLG reporter Jila Unruh
was questioned about a 1994 document she
allegedly took from a manager's office listing
on -air personalities and annotated with "too
old" and "needs a face-lift." Unruh denied hav-
ing the memo, but her former fiancé testified
that she did have the document.
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( THANKS, CHICAGO,
FOR MAKING ABC -7

YOUR #1 STATION
A CLEAN SWEEP MAY 2001

ABC -7 News 5:00am
ABC -7 News 5:30am
ABC -7 News 6:00am
Good Morning America
The Oprah Winfrey Show
The View
ABC -7 News 11:30am
ABC Network Daytime (12n -3p)
inside Edition
Jeopardy
ABC -7 News 4:00pm
ABC -7 News 5:00pm
ABC World News Tonight
ABC -7 News 6:00pm
Wheel of Fortune
Primetime (M -Su)
ABC -7 News 10:00pm (M -F)
ABC -7 News 10:00pm (M -Su)
Nightline
Politically incorrect

3/17
4/19
5/18
5/16
6/21
5/17
5/16
6/19
5/15
8/20
7/18
8/18
9/18
8/16
12/22
10/16
14/22
14/23
7/14
4/13

Source: NS1(4/26-5/23/01)

lor

'2001 WLS-TV, lnc.
-10/



Viq rket Profile
BY EILEEN DAVIS HUDSON

Fresno-Visalia, Calif.
CONSTRUCTION BEGAN LAST MONTH ON A MULTIMILLION -DOLLAR STADIUM THAT WILL

be the future home of the Fresno Grizzlies, the Triple A farm club for
Major League Baseball's San Francisco Giants. The unnamed ball-
park, expected to open next spring, is the cornerstone of a new

downtown development project for Fresno,
Calif. The city has lagged behind many others
of similar size across the country in urban de-
velopment, primarily because the area's econo-
my is heavily dependent on agriculture. "This
is the largest, most prolific agricultural region
in the U.S.," notes Mark Benscheidt, president
and general manager of KSEE-TV, Granite
Broadcasting's NBC affiliate in Fresno.

The market is far from affluent; only 10
percent of residents in the Fresno-Visalia
DMA have annual incomes above $75,000,
less than half the average of 25 percent in the
country's top 50 markets, according to Scar-
borough Research. The region's unemploy-
ment rate generally hovers between 12 and
15 percent, even in good economic times.

Fresno County, located in the heart of the
San Joaquin Valley, has about 7,500 commer-

cial farmers harvesting crops including grapes,
citrus, tomatoes, lettuce and cotton on 1 mil-
lion irrigated acres. One-third of all employ-
ment in the county is agriculture -related.

Fresno-Visalia is the country's 54th -
largest television market, with 519,200 TV
households, according to Nielsen Media
Research. Among several significant changes
in the market over the past year, Ackerley
Broadcasting last August acquired CBS affil-
iate KJEO-TV from Fisher Broadcasting.
(Fisher had owned the outlet for only about a
year after acquiring it from Retlaw Broad-
casting.) As part of a corporate decision to
use regional central hub systems for its TV
stations around the country, Ackerley opened
up a fully automated centralized hub in Bak-
ersfield, Calif., that handles technical opera-
tions, accounting and trafficking for Acker -

Vineyard haven: Fresno is

a big producer of grapes.

ley's four outlets in central
California.

Ackerley last fall also changed
KJEO's call letters to KGPE
and introduced a new set,
graphics and theme music to
the station's newscasts. KGPE's
entire facility is undergoing a
major remodeling that will
include the addition of a full
working newsroom.

As a result of the introduc-
tion of Ackerley's Digital Cen-
tral Casting hub system, KG -
PE has eliminated more than
20 full-time positions, mostly
in engineering and operations,
including several longtime em-
ployees. A total of 11 full-time
positions have been authorized
for addition to the station's

news and sales departments, although the
economic downturn has forced Ackerley to
delay filling some of those posts, says Ray
Watson, president of Ackerley's Central Cal-
ifornia Station Group.

KPGE has also made several changes in
management and news talent. Last October,
Barry Barth took over as vp/gm, coming
from KREM-TV, Belo Corp.'s CBS affiliate
in Spokane, Wash. Last Monday, Tom Burke
joined KPGE as news director. Anchor Mol-
ly McMillan recently switched from helm-
ing the outlet's 5 and 6 p.m. newscasts to co-
anchoring in the mornings. KPGE's new
co-anchor at 5 p.m. is Susie Frankeberger,
who came west from Grand Rapids, Mich.
The station also hired Lori Penco from the
Pittsburgh market to fill McMillan's old post
at 6 p.m. and to co-anchor at 11 p.m. In
addition, KPGE weathercaster Kevin Musso
is currently serving as interim morning co-
anchor in place of John Wallace, who left
the station.

KPGE has been one of the most under-
performing CBS affiliates in the country for
many years. However, Barth says he "couldn't
be more pleased" with the station's progress,
which included a "nice uptick in most of our
newscasts in February...this is a station in
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Market Profile
AD SPENDING BY MEDIA/FRESNO-VISALIA
ALL DOLLARS ARE IN THOUSANDS (000)

Jan. -Dec. 1999 Jan. -Dec. 2000

Spot TV $78,884.18 $87,516.75
National Spot Radio $7,730.78 $10,650.43
Outdoor $2,402.55 $5,053.81
Total $89,017.51 $103,220.98
Source: CMR, a Taylor Nelson Sofres company

transition." Barth says Ackerley has made a
commitment to turning the station around.
Even with the forward momentum, KPGE
still finished fourth in the local 6 p.m. news
ratings and a distant third at 11 p.m. in the
February sweeps (see Nielsen chart on page 18).

In another shakeup in local TV, the Tele-
mundo network last year pulled its affiliation
from ICMSG-TV, leaving the Sanger Tele-
casters outlet without an affiliation. In turn,
Pappas Telecasting, owner of Fox affiliate
KMPH-TV in Fresno, formed a time -bro-
kerage agreement to handle programming,
marketing and ad sales for the former Tele-
mundo outlet. The deal includes an option
for Pappas to purchase the station from
Sanger. Pappas made the station a WB
iate and changed its call letters to KFRE-TV.

The market's only 10 p.m. newscast, on
Pappas' KMPH, earns the highest late -news
ratings in the market (an average 7 rating/17
share in households in February). The news-
cast is repeated on KFRE at 11 p.m. nightly.
"Ten o'clock is a great time period for late
news in this market-it's an early -to -bed mar-
ket," notes Charles Pfaff, vp/gm of KMPH
and KFRE.

KFRE is one of the top -performing Fox
affiliates in the country in local news and in
18-49 ratings in prime time. This spring, the
station began a one-year deal to carry a pack-
age of 30 San Francisco Giants telecasts.
KMPH carries Fresno State University foot-
ball and basketball games.

This fall, Pappas plans to launch Azteca
America, the country's third Spanish -lan-
guage broadcast network. Although the com-
pany has not announced its initial market
lineup for the new network, Fresno-Visalia is
very likely to be on the list: Nearly 40 percent
of the market's population is Hispanic (pri-
marily Mexican Americans), more than triple
the national average for the top 50 markets,
according to Scarborough.

"Hispanics in this market spend $5 billion
per year-they are a very important part of
this market," says John Ostlund, president of
Jeffrey/Scott Advertising, a Fresno ad agency.

Some local me-
dia buyers speculate
that Pappas will
shift WB program-
ming over to cable
or to KMPH to free
up current WB affil-
iate WFRE for Az-
teca America pro-
gramming. Michael

Angelos, special assistant to Pappas Telecast-
ing CEO Harry Pappas, discounted both of
those scenarios, adding that Pappas will

CARBOROUGH PROFILE

I

announce plans for its Fresno broadcast out-
lets sometime this summer.

Family -owned Sainte Broadcasting's KN-
SO-TV in nearby Modesto, Calif., became
the market's Telemundo affiliate last January.
All programming and local news for KNSO
is transmitted from Modesto; the station's
Fresno facility is essentially a sales office.

"VVhat we do best is reach the under-
served areas of the Hispanic community," says
Randy Ashburn, sales manager for KNSO in
Fresno. Despite the probability that a third
Spanish -language station will sprout up in

Comparison of Fresno -Visalia
TO THE TOP 50 MARKET AVERAGE

DEMOGRAPHICS

Top 50 Market
Average %

Fresno-Visalia
Composition %

Fresno-Vis'a
Index

Age 18-34 31 34 108
Age 35-54 41 40 98
Age 55+ 28 26 94
HHI $75,000+ 25 10 42
College Graduate 12 7 60
Any Postgraduate Work 10 7 69
Professional/Managerial 23 18 81
African American 13 6 45
Hispanic 12 39 318

MEDIA USAGE - AVERAGE AUDIENCES*
Read Any Daily Newspaper 53 49 91
Read Any Sunday Newspaper 64 51 80
Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 22 22 101
Total Radio Evening Drive M -F 18 17 94
Total TV Early Evening M -F 30 35 116
Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 39 35 92
Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun 13 9 69

MEDIA USAGE - CUME AUDIENCES**
Read Any Daily Newspaper 72 69 97
Read Any Sunday Newspaper 77 67 87
Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 75 73 97
Total Radio Evening Drive M -F 73 69 94
Total TV Early Evening M -F 71 76 107
Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 91 90 99
Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun 58 42 74

MEDIA USAGE - OTHER
Access Internet/WWW 39 25 64

HOME TECHNOLOGY
Own a Personal Computer 64 48 76
Shop Using Online Services/Internet 27 16 61
Connected to Cable 73 59 82
Connected to Satellite/Microwave Dish 14 16 115

'Media Audiences -Average: average issue readers for newspapers; average quarter-hour listeners within a specific daypart for
radio; average half-hour viewers within a specific daypart for TV and cable. -Media Audiences -Curve: 5 -issue cume readers
for daily newspapers; 4 -issue cume readers for Sunday newspapers; cume of all listeners within a specific daypart for radio;
cume of all viewers within a specific daypart for 1V and cable.
Source: 2000 Scarborough Research Top 50 Market Report (August 1999 -September 2000)
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Market Profile
RADIO OWNERSHIP

Avg . Qtr. -Hour Revenue Share of
Owner Stations Share (in millions) Total

Infinity Broadcasting 2 AM, 5 FM 33.4 $15.7 40.1%
Clear Channel Communications 6 FM 20.6 $12.0 30.6%
Mondosphere Broadcasting 3 FM 8.1 $3.6 9.2%
Lotus Communications 1 AM, 2 FM 6.4 $2.9 7.4%
John Ostlund 1 FM 5.9 $0.9 2.2%
Radio Unica 1 AM 2.1 $0.7 1.8%
Pappas Telecasting 1 FM 1.2 $0.7 1.7%
Big Dawg Broadcasting 1 AM 0.4 $0.7 1.7%
Includes only stations with significant registration in Arbitron diary returns
Ratings from Arbitron Winter 2001 book; revenue and owner information

Fresno to carry Azteca America program-
ming, Ashburn says Sainte's experience in
serving the region's Hispanic viewers for 28
years, coupled with its strong Telemundo net-
work programming, will keep KNSO a
strong player in the market.

Even more popular among Hispanic
viewers in Fresno-Visalia is ICFTV-TV, the
Univision network's owned -and -operated
outlet. KFTV commands 19 percent of the
market's local TV advertising revenue, good
for second place in the market behind ABC's
owned -and -operated KFSN and ahead of
Granite's KSEE, according to BIA Financial
Network. KFTV's 6 p.m. newscast ranked
second in the market during the February
sweeps, with an average 7/14 in households.

KSEE is another Fresno station that has
seen its share of changes recently. Like
KGPE, KSEE has revamped its primary
news anchor teams. After leaving his lead
anchor post at KFSN to make an unsuccess-
ful run for Congress last year, Rich Rod-
riguez returned to the Fresno airwaves in
February as co-anchor of rival KSEE's
evening and late newscasts. Rodriguez has
been a familiar face in Fresno TV news for
two decades.

Despite getting the new, Rodriguez-led
anchor team in place just three days before
the February sweeps period began, KSEE
overtook KFSN to win the men 25-54 demo
at 6 p.m.; in households, the station jumped
from a 7 share in February 2000 to a 12 this
year. "This anchor change brings some new
marquee value to us," KSEE's Benscheidt
says of Rodriguez's hiring.

With the arrival of Rodriguez, Bud Elliot,
a 15 -year KSEE veteran and the station's lead
anchor at 6, 6:30 and 11 p.m., was shifted to
mornings. "Bud adds a new dimension to our
mornings. His presence brings a level of
credibility that [our competitors] don't really
have," Benscheidt says.

and licensed in Fresno or immediate area
prodded by BIA Financial Network.

Despite the loss of Rodriguez a year ago,
KFSN's local news ratings have remained
stable. Last February, the station tapped
Warren Armstrong to fill Rodriguez's anchor
chair at 6 and 11 p.m. Armstrong came from
Tribune Co.'s KTXL-TV in Sacramento,
Calif. Prior to his stint upstate, Armstrong
was a longtime anchor on KJEO in Fresno.

Last September, KFSN moved its week-
end sports anchor, Dale Yurong, to the week-
end news anchor slot. And in February of
this year, Dudley Few, the station's general
sales manager, retired after 32 years; Few was
replaced by Math Ward.

The only local -news time period that
KFSN does not usually win is midday. The
station must air its midday news at 11:30 a.m.
because it has to carry ABC's All My Children
at noon.

AT&T Broadband dominates Fresno's
cable TV business, which has had some con-

solidation in the past few years thanks to the
media giant's acquisition of subscribers for-
merly controlled by MediaOne. Cable pene-
tration in the Fresno-Visalia market is a rel-
atively low 59 percent, well below the 73
percent average for the top 50 U.S. markets,
according to Scarborough. About 16 percent
of the market's residents are connected to
satellite TV, 2 percent higher than the top
markets' average.

The largest daily newspaper in the mar-
ket is McClatchy Newspapers' Fresno Bee. In
the six months ended in March, the Bee's dai-
ly circulation averaged 162,628 and Sunday
circ averaged 194,551; both figures were flat
from the same period a year earlier. In April,
the Bee retrofitted its printing presses, down-
sizing the paper to a 49 -inch web width to
save on newsprint costs.

Along with the change in size, the Bee
launched a graphic redesign. Charlie Waters,
senior vp and executive editor, says the tran-
sition went smoothly, with no major glitch-
es. Among the changes to content, the paper
added a Faith and Values section on Satur-
days. And thanks to increased color capacity
with the changes to the presses, the Bee's
comics now run in color daily. The comics,
which had run across half of two pages, have
been condensed to a single page to make the
daily color possible. Other standing features
that had shared pages with the comics
(including Ann Landers, a bridge column
and a crossword puzzle) also now run on a
single page. The Bee has expanded the stocks

NIELSEN RATINGS CHART
EVENING AND LATE -NEWS DAYPARTS, WEEKDAYS

Evening News
Time Network Station Rating Share
5-5:30 p.m. ABC KFSN 10 24

NBC KSEE 6 14
CBS KGPE 3 6

6-6:30 p.m. ABC KFSN 11 21
Univision KFTV 7 14

NBC KSEE 6 12
CBS KGPE 4 7

6:30-7 p.m. Univision KFTV 7 14
NBC KSEE 5 9

Late News
10-11 p.m. Fox KMPH 7 17
11-11:30 p.m. ABC KFSN 5 24

NBC KSEE 4 21

CBS KGPE 2 10
Univision KFTV 1 3

'Includes local news programs only. All household rating and share numbers are eestimates, compiled from diary returns.
Source: Nielsen Media Research, Feburary 2001
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Market Profile
RADIO LISTENERSHIP

Station

Avg. Qtr. -Hour Share

Morning Evening
Format Drive, 12+ Drive, 12+

KMJ-AM News/Talk/Sports 14.1 10.0

KSKS-FM Country 6.7 7.3

KJWL-FM Adult Standards 5.7 5.5

K000 -FM Spanish 4.7 3.9

KRZR-FM Album -Oriented Rock 4.6 4.2

KFRR-FM Alternative 4.6 3.5

KVSR-FM Modern Adult Contemporary 4.3 4.3

KMGV-FM Oldies 4.0 4.3

KBOS-FM Contemporary Hit Radio 3.8 5.4

KLBN-FM Spanish 3.6 4.2

Source: Arbitron Winter 2001 Radio Market Report

and mutual fund listings in its business sec-
tion. The paper also changed its body type to
a more readable Gulliver font -the same one
used by Gannett Co.'s USA Today.

Waters says the Bee has received minimal
feedback from readers on the design changes,
and most of it has been positive.

The Bee publishes three editions daily.
The Sierra Gateway edition covers the area
north and northwest of Fresno. The South
Valley edition covers Tulare and Kings coun-
ties to the south. The third edition covers
Fresno County. In addition to its main news-
room in Fresno, the Bee operates a bureau in
Visalia (in Tulare County) staffed with five
reporters, a photographer and an editor. The
paper also has a bureau in Madera County
(located across the San Joaquin River from
Fresno) with two reporters. In Madera, the
Bee also publishes a free weekly newspaper,
the Clovis Independent.

While the Bee has a lock on Fresno Coun-
ty, Gannett publishes two Monday -to -Satur-
day dailies in Tulare County -the Visalia
Times -Delta (daily circulation 22,338; Satur-
day 27,941) and the Tulare Advance -Register
(Monday -to -Saturday circ 8,653). Linda
Green, executive editor for both papers, says
that while the Bee does not have strong pene-
tration in Tulare, it does try to compete with
the Times -Delta in the county with its South
Valley edition. However, Green says, the T -D
remains the paper of record in Visalia, Tu-
lare's county seat.

In radio, Fresno is the country's 67th -
largest market, according to Arbitron. Via-
com's Infinity Broadcasting is the market's far
and away leader in both ratings and ad rev-
enue. The average quarter-hour (AQH) lis-
tener share of Viacom's seven Fresno outlets
in the Winter 2001 Arbitron Radio Market
Report was 33.4 among listeners 12 and old-

er, well ahead of second -place
Clear Channel Communica-
tions' 20.6 share (see chart above).

Infinity's radio outlets in
Fresno took in a total of $15.7
million in ad revenue last year,
representing a whopping 40.1
percent market share. Clear
Channel had a 30.6 percent
share of the ad revenue; the
group's six FM outlets' total
AQH in the Winter 2001 Arbi-
tron book was 20.6.

Mondosphere Broadcasting,
owner of three radio outlets in
Fresno, is the only other Eng-

lish -language broadcaster with a significant
share of the market. Lotus Communica-
tions also has a strong presence via its three
Spanish outlets. Lotus' KLBN-FM is one
of the top -rated stations in the market in
total -day listenership.

Jeffrey/Scott agency chief Ostlund is also
the proprietor of the only locally owned ra-
dio station in Fresno with significant listen-
ership, KJWL-FM "K Jewel," which he pur-
chased in 1994. The Adult Standards outlet
targets listeners 35 -plus. Ostlund notes that

NEWSPAPERS: THE ABCS

his two businesses are run independently, and
his agency does not buy any advertising for
its clients on KJWL. In the Winter 2001
Arbitron book, KJWL saw its total -day aver-
age share jump to a 5.9, up from a 4.6 in the
Fall 2000 survey.

After Infinity acquired Country outlet
KNAX-FM in February, the company had
two Country properties in the market (the
other is KSKS-FM). Infinity decided to flip
KNAX to a Rhythmic Oldies format and
changed the station's call letters to KMGV-
FM. KMGV competes with Clear Chan-
nel's Oldies station, KFSO-FM, which is
licensed out of Visalia. Competing against
KSKS in the Country format is Mondo-
sphere's KWOL-FM.

Infinity's Modern Adult Contemporary
stick KVSR-FM "Star 101" competes against
Clear Channel's Album -Oriented Rock outlet,
KRZR-FM "Alice." Both stations have suf-
fered listener share declines over the past year.

The outdoor advertising arena in Fresno
is dominated by Infinity Outdoor and Lamar
Advertising, which control almost all of the
available advertising positions, says Brent
Window, general manager of Lamar's Fres-
no and Bakersfield operations.

Daily
Circulation

Fresno County: 256,279 Households

Sunday
Circulation

Daily Market
Penetration

Sunday Market
Penetration

Fresno Bee 122,249 144,398 47.7% 56.3%
San Francisco Chronicle, Examiner* 3,517 3,608 1.4% 1.4%

Tulare County: 113,548 Households
Fresno Bee 14,863 20,079 13.1% 17.7%
Porterville Recorder 9,957 8.8%
Tulare Advance Register 8,177 7.2%
Visalia Times -Delta 21,761 19.2%

Madera County: 35,528 Households
Fresno Bee 11,625 15,103 32.7% 42.5%
San Francisco Chronicle, Examiner` 392 343 1.1% 1.0%

Merced County: 63,305 Households
Fresno Bee 2,104 2,466 3.3% 3.9%
Merced Sun Star 16,419 25.9%
Modesto Bee 6,988 7,745 11.0% 12.2%
San Francisco Chronicle, Examiner 1,459 1,688 2.3% 2.7%
Turlock Journal 695 1.1%

Kings County: 34,982 Households
Fresno Bee 6,704 9,354 19.2% 26.7%
The Hanford Sentinel 13,207 13,021 37.8% 37.2%

'San Francisco Chronicle. San Francisco Examiner combined circulation
Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations
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22 ESPN IN THE CROSS HAIRS With slack ratings,
cranky advertisers and a pack of hungry rivals, can the
premier sports network stay on top?
By Megan Larson

28 LET'S GET DIGITAL As MSOs complete upgrades
and roll out new services, digital is poised to redefine
the industry. By Jim Cooper

This ESPN's for You
Back in the early 1980s, when ESPN was just beginning to reach a
national audience, the nation's top -selling beer, Budweiser, was fighting off the
incursion of low -cal rivals such as Miller Lite and Coors Light. What do ESPN
and Budweiser have in common? Plenty.

The two crave roughly the same demographic: men aged 25-54 who are pas-
sionate about their downtime and enjoy spending two or three hours in front of
the tube watching a sporting event. The fact that these guys are likely to knock
back three or four (or so) beers during this time is more on the Budweiser side of
the equation. It's a wide swath of American males, and ESPN and Bud, back in
the '80s, were like nachos and cheese dip for this audience.

The first of many profound links between ESPN and Budweiser was boxing.
When the cable channel was just starting to creep into the country's TV con-
sciousness, boxing made up a large part of its programming mix. At the time,
the sport's popularity was surging, with a young and untarnished Mike Tyson
mowing down anyone who dared enter the ring with him.

Budweiser became the perfect marketing partner. And the beer's logo, repro-
duced in the middle of the rings' mats for big ESPN fights, was literally center
stage. It was a beautiful, if sometimes bloody, combination.

During the '80s and '90s, ESPN's popularity-along with that of numerous
other cable channels-grew dramatically. Eyeball by eyeball, it seemed, the
TV world was fragmenting as viewers grew accustomed to looking beyond the
broadcast networks. Budweiser, already an extremely mature brand, didn't
experience the same meteoric rise during those decades. But it didn't lose
much market share, either, even as upstart brews gained steam.

Now, as a brand, ESPN has reached a certain level of maturity. And as with
other well-known, successful brands, achieving double-digit growth is a huge
challenge. Rivals, most notably Fox Sports Net, may appear sexier. But as
Megan Larson's story (which begins on page 22) shows, ESPN is still at the
top of its game.

It isn't easy being No. 1. The folks in Bristol and St. Louis know that. But as
Tom Petty says, "It's good to be king." That applies to the king of beers as well
as cable sports channels.

Richard Brunelli, Editor, Special Report
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Spot ight on
THE PAY CHANNEL HAS ENJOYED SOME ORIGINAL HITS.

BUT WILL IT EVER CATCH UP TO HBO?

Who knew tawdry gay sex could
be such a crowd pleaser?

Even Showtime executives
seem a little stunned by the
wide appeal of the racy Queer
As Folk, an hour-long weekly
drama starring a cast of sex -

crazed gay men. It premiered on the
pay-cable channel in December with
the support of a reported $10 million
ad campaign, and since then, the show
has become by far the network's high-
est -rated program-thanks not only to
its core gay following but also to
straight fans.

Although Queer As Folk, based on a
British TV series, got so-so reviews
stateside-and criticism from some
quarters for stereotyping gay men as
promiscuous, drug -popping club hop-
pers-it has proved nothing short of a
smash for Showtime. In March the
show was renewed for another 20 epi-
sodes. Showtime closely guards the
ratings and demographics of its pro-
grams, but Len Fogge, the network's
executive vp/creative and marketing,
says that Queer As Folk has "very
broad appeal for us, especially in the
18 -to -35 group. And a great number of
women are watching."

But if Queer As Folk is clearly a hit,
the key question is whether it can be the
hit, the breakout show around which
Showtime can build out its roster of
original programming. Will Showtime,

BY TONY CASE

in other words, soon be a true original -
programming rival to HBO?

Despite Queer As Folk's strong
numbers and the network's obvious
commitment, the jury is still out on
whether the series can up the ante for
Showtime. "It certainly has created a
lot of noise for us," says Showtime
executive vp/original programming
Gary Levine. "We want to build up
other series around it."

Showtime's subscriber ranks grew
at a steady clip last year, according to
Paul Kagan Associates. The channel
had 11.3 million subscribers at the

NO LIMITS Programming such as
Further Tales of the City (I.) and
Queer As Folk (below), which both
involve gay story lines, are helping
Showtime to establish its creative
voice ... and to challenge HBO.

end of the first quarter, 11.9 million
by September and a jump to 12.8 mil-
lion by December. In comparison,
HBO's much larger subscriber base
also grew, but not nearly as dramati-
cally: Its list of 24.6 million customers
last March had increased to 25.1 mil-
lion by December.

Although theatrical films, sporting
events and concerts all remain impor-
tant draws for pay channels, it's their
original programming that has at-
tracted most of the attention lately.
Showtime currently airs five of its own
series-besides Queer As Folk, there's
Stargate SG -1, The Chris Isaak Show,
Soul Food and Resurrection Blvd.-
and has three more in the works.

In May alone, the network rolled out
two original movies, both based on
stage plays-Neil Simon's Laughter on
the 23rd Floor, starring Nathan Lane,
and Sister Mary Explains It All, with
Diane Keaton-as well as the mini-
series Further Tales of the City, star-
ring Olympia Dukakis. And a range of
original films has been green -lighted,
including biopics of JFK mistress Ju-
dith Exner and former New York con-
gressman Adam Clayton Powell.

At the same time, HBO, which just
wrapped the third season of the phe-
nomenal Sopranos and is beginning the
fourth run of Sex and the City, is prep-
ping such original fare as the Steven
Spielberg epic Band of Brothers.

Like HBO, Showtime has won a
truckload of coveted prizes for its origi-
nal offerings. Earlier this year it picked
up two Golden Globes: Dirty Pictures,
which examined a controversial Robert
Mapplethorpe exhibit, won best TV
movie/miniseries, and Brian Dennehy
won best actor in a made -for -TV movie/
miniseries for Death of a Salesman.
Add a slew of Emmys, Peabodys and
even an Oscar-for best live -action
short film, in 1992-to those honors.

"Showtime has done a marvelous job
with their original programming-
they've really got a lot of meat to their
programming," says Italia Commisso
Weinand, senior vp of programming for
Mediacom, the Middletown, N.Y. based
cable operator.

Media buyers applaud the pay chan-
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MTV2 AND MUCHMUSIC ARE BATTLING FOR THE EYEBALLS,
EARS AND WALLETS OF WEB -SAVVY VIEWERS BY MICHAEL BURGI

0

Ihere are simply no programming
monopolies left in the cable busi-
ness. One of the more prominent
used to be MTV. Well, sort of.
MTV had some competition, most
notably from The Box-until
MTV Networks gobbled up The

Box and, once again, enjoyed a clear
playing field.

The Box is now part of MTV2, the
spinoff channel that is all music videos
all the time. And MTV2 now has an
emerging competitor: MuchMusic
USA, the Canadian import that has

uoperated in the U.S. since July 1994.
Until recently, no one, including

MuchMusic parent Cablevision Sys-
tems, had paid the channel much heed.
Last year, however, Cablevision bought
out its Canadian partner, C.H.U.M.,
and this year it's ramping up MuchMu-
sic's original programming to replace
the Canadian -focused product that it
had been running around the clock.

Both all -music networks have posi-
tioned themselves as cable -operator -

friendly services, albeit with a twist-
the channels have been funneling sub-
scribers to their local operators so
they can sign up for high-speed cable -
modem services. The tactic has been
successful because kids (let's call them
the 12-24 demographic) tend to listen
to, research and download music on
the Internet, and because both Much -
Music and MTV2 serve up wall-to-
wall music videos with heavy online
complements.

"On TV we send you to the Web,
and on our Web site we try to push the
high-speed Internet service of your
local cable operator," explains Nora
Ryan, MuchMusic's general manager.

MuchMusic is banking on the Web-
savviness of its viewers. Its new lineup,
which premieres June 25, incorporates
an Internet angle. Take Tastemaken for
example, which will run weeknights at
7 p.m. Viewers are encouraged to go
online and upload video of themselves
discussing their music and video pref-
erences-in effect becoming VJs.

TALE OF THE TAPE: MUCHMUSIC VS. MTV2

Launch date

Subscribers
Parent company

MUCHMUSIC

July 1994

14 million

Rainbow Media Holdings
(Cablevision)

Artists currently in rotation Travis, Creeper Lagoon.
Sunshine Anderson

MTV2

August 1998

30 million

MW Networks
(Viacom)

Radiohead, Jurassic 5,
Pete Yorn

VJ FOR A DAY On MuchMusic,
video that viewers like Rakim (I.)
upload to the Internet is aired on the
show Tastemakers.

Another new show, Oven Fresh,
employs a thumbs -up, thumbs -down
online voting system that lets viewers
pick the videos they most want to see.

Then there's Videolator, a Web -site
feature that helps people create their
own videos to new songs. Some foot-
age from the videos of newer bands
can be spliced in. These self-styled
clips get voted on, and the winners
run on -air. "The record companies see
this as a way to establish new acts but
also to get people interested," says
Norman Schoenfeld, MuchMusic's vp
of programming.

MuchMusic, part of Cablevision's
Rainbow Media Holdings unit, reach-
es about 14 million households in the
U.S. That's quite a bit less than
MTV2's 30 million subs. But like its
smaller rival, MTV2 believes its future
lies in offering a multimedia experi-
ence involving music and the Web.

The MTV2 show that most closely
resembles MuchMusic's efforts is Con-
trol Freak, which lets viewers vote via
the Web on which of three videos will
play next (the show runs Monday
through Saturday at 8).

"It's a connective experience: 50 per-
cent of our audience has a PC in the
same room as their TV, and 25 percent
are using both at the same time," says
David Cohn, MTV2's general manager.

MTV2, like MuchMusic, contends
that this "connectivity" is good for
cable operators, which the channel
needs to boost its subscriber count.
"We bring not only the brand strength
but also the young adults that are most
likely to be early adopters," says Cohn.

Jerry McKenna, vp of strategic mar-
keting at CableOne, a 770,000 -sub oper-
ator based in Phoenix, says both ser-
vices have approached him. But since
CableOne hasn't started rolling out dig-
ital offerings, he hasn't signed any deals.

"Our primary reason for adding
them would be customer interest," he
says. "But the modem reference [on
both channels' Web sites] is a factor."

It's clear that these young people
are watching. The question is whether
they'll be logging on, too.

Michael Biirgi is managing editor of
Mediaweek. He previously covered the
cable industry for five years.
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Irom his days at the helm of Fox
to his founding of the WB net-
work, Jamie Kellner has pre-
vailed as a pure programming
guy. Since March, he's been ap-
plying that skill to the Turner
Broadcasting Networks as chair-

man/CEO in an effort to resurrect a
flagging CNN and keep TBS Super -
station and TNT on top. Kellner, who
will have a great deal of influence on
programming matters for all of AOL
Time Warner's TV properties, sat
down with Special Report to share his
thoughts on network synergy and the
repositioning of TNT and CNN.

give credit to my [Turner] colleagues,
because they've bought the inventory
to really push TNT forward.
LARSON: Has last year's reposition-
ing of TBS worked?
KELLNER: The real repositioning
doesn't happen until this year and
next. As much as TNT is the place
where people hopefully will tune into
drama, TBS is going to have the best
comedy anywhere in television.
LARSON: Will TBS still be the net-
work for the "regular guy"?
KELLNER: There are certain places on
the schedule that have a very solid core
of male viewers, but I think that TBS

The Kellner connection
TURNER'S NEW CHIEF MUST OPTIMIZE AOL TIME WARNER'S
DISPARATE TV PROPERTIES BY MEGAN LARSON

LARSON: What are your plans for mul-
tiplexing programming on AOL Time
Warner's network platforms?
KELLNER: We certainly believe
there's going to be [multiplexing] on
our air this year-and on cable
channels more and more-but
we have a little trailblazing to
do. As we aggregate this
younger audience together [on
WB, TNT and TBS Supersta-
tion] and keep building, I don't
think we're going to get any-
thing but plus from the adver-
tising side.

Affiliates, however, will al-
ways be concerned about loss of
exclusivity on product. But with
programming costs where they
are today and the amount of
competition out there-especially for a
smaller network like the WB that has
to pay cable license fees to ABC, CBS,
NBC and Fox-[multiplexing] allows
us to produce very high -quality pro-
gramming.
LARSON: What do you need to do
over at TNT?
KELLNER: TNT is heading toward a
drama positioning, and we have made
a rather enormous investment in the
best programming that we could buy
over the years: a great movie invento-
ry, series and a lot of original films. I

will evolve to be more than that once
we get all of this programming online.
LARSON: What role do you think
sports plays on TBS and TNT?
KELLNER: I think having an appro-

"I wouldn't
even call it a
remodeling as
much as a good
spring cleaning
with some new
paint." -KELLNER
ON CNN'S MAKEOVER

priate amount of sports on each of the
networks is a good idea. The more I
get to know about NASCAR, the more
excited I get about it. And we contin-
ue for another year with the NBA, and
I'm hopeful that we can find terms that
make sense to renew that deal.
LARSON: How is the remodeling of
CNN going?
KELLNER: In many ways, I wouldn't
even call it a remodeling as much as a
good spring cleaning with some new
paint. The journalism is world -class,
but in terms of how we present and

promote ourselves, I think we can use
some television techniques that aren't
being deployed right now. We're also
spending a lot of time and money right
now on growing Headline News, recon-
ceptualizing how we're presenting it
and how we're going to promote it.

What makes CNN special to me is a
lot of distinguished journalists, and I
think that's the place we want to be.
LARSON: Sounds like you have a bit
of an emotional attachment to CNN.
KELLNER: I'm starting to develop
one. All you have to do is go down to
the desk and watch the news feeds
coming in, and you realize how power-
ful this communications tool is.
LARSON: How do you plan to syner-
gize ad sales across the networks?
KELLNER: TBS and TNT are younger
networks when you look at them
against NBC, CBS and ABC, so it's
kind of a continuation of my theory
about why the WB is so important. For
the first time, I feel like we could chal-
lenge the older networks' big budgets
with great programming and a youth
skew that they don't have anymore.

Our sales teams are out aggressive-
ly selling the picture of what we're try-
ing to accomplish. Turner has done a
much better job [with integrated sales]

than the WB, but we're learning.
With AOL Time Warner, we

have an opportunity to find con-
vergence points between tradi-
tional media and new media. We
have to develop opportunities
that use the Internet in conjunc-
tion with the other media we
own and make it efficient to sell
our advertisers' products.
LARSON: Like several cable
networks this year, I hear Turner
is trying to cut deals for CPM de-
creases but with higher dollar
volume.

KELLNER: We have not been cutting
the price below upfront CPMs from
last season. There's a lot of positioning
going on. But this market is stalled be-
cause the networks aren't willing to
drop down to a [price] where the ad-
vertisers would like them to go. And
the advertisers aren't willing to step
up to where the networks would like to
go. The networks that have the invest-
ments in programming are where ad-
vertisers are going to put their money
first, and I think we're well -positioned
in that regard.
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NCTA and its member operators in-
sist that they are nothing if not pro -
digital. They contend it is the broad-
casters who are moving too slowly in
building out their digital capabilities
and content.

"Our position is that there needs to
be content to create consumer interest
in buying [digital TV] sets and having
them ask their [cable] operators for
DTV," maintains Marc Osgoode Smith,
the NCTA's senior director of commu-
nications. "Cable doesn't refuse digital
signals-there just aren't a lot of them
out there."

With the current Republican -domi-
nated FCC, the presumption seems to
be that there's little chance of the FCC

WILL HE OR WON'T HE? The fate of dual must -
carry is in the hands of FCC Chairman Michael
Powell, who hasn't yet revealed where he stands.

overturning the Kennard commission's
stance. "It is a complex issue, so we're
seeking complete information before
we make a final ruling," says Michelle
Russo, an FCC spokeswoman.

Broadcasters like Bell, however,
don't seem too optimistic about help
from Kennard's successor, Michael
Powell. "If you look at typical Repub-
licans, they regulate as little as possi-
ble," Bell says. "But I don't know what
Powell will do."

One strategy for winning over the
FCC is to get in front of congressional
committees and amp up the rhetoric to
win over public opinion. A cable indus-
try source, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, says, "Broadcasters know
Powell won't mandate, which is why
they're going to Capitol Hill. But it's

highly unlikely that they can win in
Congress, either. It's leverage to try to
cut a better deal with us."

That assertion could well be true if
Republican Sen. John McCain of Ari-
zona is representative of the attitude
in Congress. McCain has been riding
herd on broadcasters to get their col-
lective act together, accusing them of
not taking responsibility for the digi-
tal transition. Of the 1,200 -plus com-
mercial TV stations in the country,
fewer than 200 have launched digital.
And only a small number of those have
received cable carriage.

The grumblings from the NAB
about the shortfalls on the manufac-
turing end illustrate just how many

moving parts there are to
this issue, and just how dis-
jointed and frustrating the
transition from analog to
digital has become.

HDTV-both digital hard-
ware and a digital source-is
the gold standard that the
industry is ultimately shoot-
ing for in terms of achieving
critical mass. Bell, for one, is
downright pessimistic about
the future of HDTV, arguing
that it might be years before
the reality catches up with
the hype.

"The only way to truly
reap the benefits of [HDTV]
is to experience the technolo-
gy on the big screen, which is
beyond the mass market," he
says. "I don't think HDTV
sets will become affordable

for consumers in the next decade.
Thus, it's hard for broadcasters to get
excited about investing in it."

So far, only a few companies, includ-
ing Mitsubishi and Zenith, have rolled
out high -definition TV sets. But even
these initiatives have been moving
slowly, partly because of the dearth of
HDTV programming.

The more immediate opportunity
for the television industry lies in the
less glitzy segment of the emerging
digital marketplace, the conversion
of digitally sourced signals into ana-
log on standard analog television
screens. The end result pales consid-
erably compared with the potential
marvels of HDTV, but it still offers
more pizzazz than your garden-variety
analog experience.

The NAB has been pushing the
FCC to lay down a requirement for
digital TV tuners, which would make
this conversion more seamless. But
manufacturers are balking, worried
that this added tweak will lead to
soaring costs for consumers. The Con-
sumer Electronics Association, rep-
resenting the interests of manufac-
turers, has argued that integrating
digital TV tuners would add from
$200 to $300 to the cost of a TV set.
The broadcasters counter that if DTV
tuners were included in the majority
of TV sets, economies of scale would
keep price increases minimal.

Broadcasters go on to say that
there is little, if any, incentive to com-
mit to digital as long as the majority
of viewers don't have sets that can
pick up the signals.

"We're being asked to-and are-
investing millions upon millions in a
poor economy, knowing we're equip-
ping for a transmission standard that
few people are going to see," com-
plains Bell. "What needs to be done for
digital TV to happen is a government
requirement for sets to be able to de-
code digital signals. Right now, it's
money going out, nobody watching,
and nothing coming in."

The NCTA's Smith disagrees, of
course, and invites the broadcasters to
continue the dialogue. "We've found
that the marketplace solves these
problems," he says. "Let's do it among
ourselves instead of alienating each
other by running up to the Hill. That's
a strategy of the past."

"We'd love to be able to have more
fruitful negotiations and have the mar-
ketplace resolve it, but we're growing
increasingly pessimistic," counters
Regina Sullivan, vp of government
and public affairs at Dallas -based Belo
Corp., which has 17 TV stations. "Al-
though we're delighted with our digi-
tal agreement with Time Warner,
that's an anomaly."

Pessimism aside, Smith's suggestion
may have the most merit. The FCC's
regulatory agenda is crowded with
other issues-such as the cross -own-
ership battle, which affects the largest
media companies in the land-making
a speedy resolution to the dual must -
carry impasse seem unlikely.

Hank Kim is a senior editor at
Mediaweek.com.
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THE LEAD ROLE IN BIG WAS WRITTEN WITH
HANKS' PLAYFUL PERSONALITY IN MIND.

THEN IT WAS OFFERED TO DE NIRO.

AMC's critically -acclaimed original series Backstory.
The stories behind Hollywood's greatest movies.
Every Monday at 10pm ET.

SERIES. SPECIALS. EVENTS.

'Source: Nielsen Media Research, Backstory (Monday 10 pm) 10 2001. 10 2000 (Monday t 0-10:30 pm time period), A25-54 VPVH. Cable Network Coverage Area Houselhoktliniyerse EMmates Aprll 2001.



Attracting a whole new audience
AMC'-; new behind-the-scena. series is

increvsing our A25-54 concetration levels by

41%.* Making it an invaluable way to reach

aid

Backstory: Big
Learn why director Penny Marshall wanted

Be Niro to star in Big. And how Hanks landed

the part.

To frid out more, call Nancy LaPerla at 212-382-5200

3ackstory: Upcoming Episodes
Iszover the action behind the action of
classics such as Norma Rae, Cleopafra,

4'4"S*H, High Anxiety, Valley of the Dolls.

34 many more. American Movie Classics



SPECIAL

Basic -Cable Prime -Time Ratings

NETWORK
1ST Q/2001

RATING (HH-000)
1ST Q/2000

RATING (HH-000)
PERCENT CHANGE

RATING (HH-000)

1. Lifetime 2.0 1,584 1.7 1,306 18% 21%
2. TBS 1.9 1,535 1.8 1,384 6% 11%

3. USA Network 1.9 1,538 2.4 1,890 -21% -19%
4. Cartoon Network 1.7 1,207 1.6 958 6% 26%
5. TNT 1.6 1,295 1.6 1,256 0 3%
6. Nickelodeon 1.6 1,248 1.8 1,342 -11% -7%
7. Disney Channel 1.5 1,042 1.5 910 0 15%
8. A&E 1.4 1,131 1.5 1,152 -7% -2%
9. Discovery 1.3 1,058 1.3 988 0 7%

10. TNN 1.1 894 0.7 552 57% 62%
11. TLC 1.0 783 1.0 690 0 13%
12. ESPN 0.9 748 1.2 890 -25% -16%
13. MTV 0.9 669 0.9 643 0 4%
14. The History Channel 0.9 663 0.9 569 0 17%
15. Fox News Channel 0.9 507 0.5 229 80% 121%
16. Sci Fi Channel 0.8 569 0.9 568 -11%
17. FX 0.8 474 0.8 371 0 28%
18. AMC 0.7 568 NA NA NA NA
19. CNN 0.7 588 0.8 594 -13% -1%
20. Fox Family Channel 0.7 586 0.8 584 -13% 0

21. Comedy Central 0.7 486 0.7 414 0 17%
22. HGTV 0.7 479 0.7 438 0 9%
23. TV Land 0.7 433 0.8 380 -13% 14%
24. BET 0.6 379 0.5 309 20% 23%
25. E! 0.6 385 0.5 287 20% 34%
26. Court TV 0.6 344 0.6 242 0 42%
27. TV Guide Channel 0.6 304 0.5 282 20% 8%
28. WGN 0.6 321 0.7 326 -14% -2%
29. Animal Planet 0.5 351 0.5 259 0 -36%
30. VH1 0.5 341 0.5 344 0 -1%
31. Game Show Network 0.5 154 0.4 98 25% 57%
32. Travel Channel 0.5 235 0.3 116 67% 103%
33. Toon Disney 0.5 89 NA NA NA NA
34. CNBC 0.4 304 0.4 307 0 -1%
35. ESPN2 0.4 319 0.4 272 0 17%
36. MSNBC 0.4 268 0.4 217 0 24%
37. Bravo 0.4 206 0.3 148 33% 39%
38. Food Network 0.4 248 N.4 199 0 25%
39. Odyssey 0.4 113 0.3 77 33% 47%
40. The Weather Channel 0.3 240 0.4 276 -25% -13%

Source: Nielsen Media Research
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It's May 14 and the news meeting for the 11 p.m.
SportsCenter is half over when talk turns to "the question
of the night," a sports -related query that viewers respond
to via espn.go.com. After a quick debate about why the
New York Mets suck, the big question becomes: What
team will Chris Webber, currently a power forward for the
Sacramento Kings, play for next?

"There is no way he will get the kind of money the Kings
pay him," says producer Rob Guijarro, suggesting Webber
might stay with the Kings.

"Michael Jordan might take him," ventures someone else,
adding the Washington Wizards to the list of possibilities.

Perhaps taking a cue from the fact that the dozen or so
guys-along with director Linda Willhite-in the room are
batting the topic around like a bunch of beer guzzlers at a
backyard barbecue, coordinating producer Ed Schimmel
asks, "Shouldn't we set it up more like a barroom debate?
Ask people where they would like to see him go?"

The scene is the very essence of the Bristol, Conn.-based
ESPN. Here, confidence is king and test-
osterone tints the discourse as staffers
one-up and out-stat each other, opining on
the game.

"We create an inclusive environment for
our viewer-a group hug of sports fans,"
says Lee Ann Daly, ESPN's vp of marketing and the cre-
ative force behind the irreverent SportsCenter campaign.
"This network was founded by fans, and we still position
ourselves as fans."

And so it has been from the day in 1979 when Bill Ras-
mussen decided to launch a 24 -hour cable sports network
just so his fellow Connecticut sports fans could watch U
Conn. basketball on TV. A hefty dose of cockiness-
remember, these are the guys who sued Major League
Baseball for not allowing them to air games on its younger
network sibling, ESPN2-has spurred ESPN's rise to its
current status as the premier sports network.

The ESPN brand name is recognized worldwide-even
Antarctica gets reception. Domestically, it is one of the
most profitable cable networks in operation, generating
$537.6 million in cash flow in 2000, according to Paul Kagan
Associates. In recent years, that success has given birth to
three additional networks: ESPN2, ESPNNEWS and
ESPN Classics. It's also spawned a magazine, a Web site, a
radio network and a popular restaurant/arcade chain.

Considering ESPN's achievements, a certain level of
attitude is probably warranted. But success typically
breeds rivalries. And ESPN, once a singular force in sports
on cable, now has its share. Fox Sports Net, Outdoor Life
and Speedvision come to mind. Then there are the likes of

"We
viewer

REPORT

create an inclusive environment for our
-a group hug of sports fans. This network
was founded by fans." LEE ANN DALY

MSG Network and Comcast SportsNet. And if that's not
enough, there are entertainment networks such as Turner
Broadcasting, which covers Wimbledon and the National
Basketball Association.

As ESPN approaches its 22nd birthday in September,
these rivals are increasingly stealing audience and break-
ing down ESPN's lock on programming rights. The ques-
tion now is whether ESPN can maintain its brash élan
while staying ahead of the pack.

The answer, if you look at this year's performance as a
barometer, is not as predictable as it once was. ESPN's rat-
ings growth has turned south as the economy continues to
sputter. And, industry sources say, the cable channel may
not meet its budget this year.

Both ESPN and ESPN2 have slipped in household rat-
ings so far in 2001. ESPN, currently in 82 million homes,
has fallen 13 percent in ratings and 8 percent in delivery to
a 0.52 rating (423,000 households), according to the most
recent reports. The network largely lost ground with men
18-49, slipping 9 percent to a 0.48. ESPN2, in 77 million
homes, also dropped 9 percent among 18-49 males, to a 0.21.

But both channels managed to grow or at least maintain
ratings among young male demos, according to ESPN's
analysis of Nielsen Media Research data. ESPN grew 10
percent among men 18-24, to a 0.53, and 4 percent among

OF HUNGRY RIVALS, CAN THE PREMIER SPORTS NETWORK STAY ON TOP?
BY MEGAN LARSON PHOTOGRAPHY BY NEIL BECKERMAN

KING GEORGE Bodenheimer in his sports realm at ESPN headquarters in Bristol, Conn.
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"We have the largest sports library in
the world. We could create a network

that would run for 50 years without
interruption." SEAN BRATCHES

men 18-34, to a 0.59. ESPN2 showed a 14 percent increase
among 18 -24 -year -old males, to a 0.16, and a 5 percent gain
among males 18-34, to a 0.20.

As audience levels dip, however, ESPN remains the
most expensive cable network in terms of advertising
rates and carriage fees-a point not lost on media buyers
or cable operators. "ESPN still reaches a fair amount of
men, but does that justify their [CPM] increases? It's ques-
tionable," says Tom McGovern, director of sports market-
ing at OMD/USA. He notes that the History Channel, for
example, delivers the same demographics as ESPN.

Even in the fiscally bleak months of January and Febru-
ary, ESPN was No. 1 in ad revenue among cable nets. Last
year, the channel earned $1.5 billion in revenue, and Paul
Kagan projects that it will take in an additional $100 mil-
lion this year.

"We try to negotiate with advertisers in terms of how
we can move their business rather than what CPM they're
going to pay," says Ed Erhardt, president of ESPN/ABC
Sports sales and marketing. He adds that 40 percent of
advertising deals are multimedia packages across the
ESPN/ABC Sports combined platform.

Cable operators pay a hefty fee for the right to carry
ESPN, a practice that affiliates find particularly irksome

given that sports viewership in general has slipped in re-
cent years. Last month ESPN raised carriage fees 20 per-
cent for the third consecutive year. The latest hike drives
up the price per subscriber to an estimated $1.45-and
some operators may be paying more than $2. At this rate,
says one midsize operator, carriage fees will have increased
258 percent by 2005.

"The passion for sports is no longer there except for
NASCAR, and ESPN lost that," says the operator, who
requested anonymity.

ESPN counters that of the $3.5 billion in local ad rev-
enue that operators pull in, about 20 percent comes from
ad inventory sold in ESPN programming. "There is no oth-
er ad -supported cable network that contributes to the affil-
iates' bottom line the way ESPN does," says Sean Bratch-
es, senior vp of affiliate sales and marketing.

"ESPN is the most demanded network when we deal
with agencies who are looking for a male demo," adds Marc
Bodner, vp of business development for the spot cable firm
National Cable Communications. "Men don't need shelter,
they need beer and ESPN's SportsCenter."

Though smaller operators do not have the negotiating
clout with advertisers that Cox Communications or Time
Warner have, Bratches emphasizes the perks that help
defray costs, such as free Spanish -language feeds and pay -
per -view events.

"ESPN is a brand that, I would suggest, Fox Sports is
not," he says. "People trust ESPN, and we exploit that for
our customer. We are not at war with our affiliates."

Operators know full well the clout of the ESPN brand,
and so they accept the terms-no MSO would want to go
without ESPN in its lineup. But to maintain its elevated
status, ESPN needs to pump ever higher amounts of mon-
ey into acquiring sports programming, because rights are
harder to come by as more networks bid for product. In
2000, according to Paul Kagan, ESPN spent $757.7 million.

Last year, however, the network refused to pony up for
NASCAR and the rights went to Fox Cable Networks and
Turner, which some say has led to the ratings decline. Oth-
ers contend that the money will be better spent elsewhere,
perhaps on a bid for NBA games. The price tag could be
steep-in excess of $500 million.

"I am sure in the wins and losses department they would
like to have a few more W's," says Neal Pilson, a former
president of CBS Sports who now runs his own consulting
firm. "I think you will see that happen with the NBA."

ESPN "has been courting [NBA Commissioner] David
Stern for years," adds one former employee. And the
channel's president, George Bodenheimer, remains bull-
ish. He says the network has the support of parent Dis-
ney and is definitely interested in the NBA-for "the
right economic price."

The channel currently carries the WNBA and owns
international rights to the NBA and domestic rights to the
National Basketball Development League, which show-
cases younger players who did not go to college. ESPN has
negotiated for more flexibility with its college basketball
schedule, which could make room for the NBA.

It's interesting to speculate how ESPN would present
the NBA. Part of the network's appeal is its decidedly
wise -ass approach, made most famous by SportsCenter.
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"Streaming video is real, but we're not
sure what the appetite of the consumer

will be and have to figure out what
content makes sense." RICK ALESSANDRI

The show's success created stars out of relative unknowns
like Chris Berman and spawned plenty of imitation. But
with information readily available on other channels and
online, the show is feeling some pressure. "Sports news is
the signature of ESPN, especially SportsCenter," says
OMD/USA's McGovern. "They did it first, and they do it
best. But there is competition in the sense that viewers do
not have to wait until 11 p.m. anymore to get the stats."

In an attempt to stop the ebb of viewers after the first
15 minutes, commercial breaks during the 11 p.m. Sports -
Center were recently restructured to allow more show
time between each pod. A "SportsCenter Spotlight" was
added at the 30 -minute mark.

As with overall ratings, the young -male demo for the
show has grown year-to-date, but household ratings and
men 18-49 have both slipped.

"The impact of 200 channels is clearly evident," says
Bodenheimer. "But it's a question of whether we sit around
and worry about it or try to do something. We're trying to
improve ratings. But why limit it to just TV?"

Why indeed. In the last half -decade, ESPN has gone
horizontal. There are the magazines: the 1.2 million -circu-
lation ESPN The Magazine and EXPN, a younger -skew-
ing publication that's in the works. There are the six ESPN
Zone restaurants. There's the Web site, espn.go.com,
which is the Internet's No. 1 sports site (it drew 6.6 million
unique users in April). There's the ESPN Radio network,

boasting 620 affiliates. And, in programming, ESPN cre-
ated a market for alternative sports with the X -Games in
1995; it launched the Great Outdoor Games in 1999.

"They try to extend the brand, and they have done a
good job of it," says the MediaEdge's Bob Igiel, who cut
the first integrated deal with ESPN/ABC for AT&T.

Last year, ESPN created an original -entertainment divi-
sion, which developed 2 -Minute Drill, a sports trivia show.
After acquiring B.A.S.S., the fishing organization that
owns Bassmaster magazine, ESPN devoted an entire divi-
sion to outdoor sports earlier this year.

"Its all about serving fans," says Bodenheimer. "That is
the answer to how we get ahead."

So far, that strategy is working just fine with Boden-
heimer's target audience. "I think that if you are not tuning
into the network, you are at some point during the day
reaching out to one of its various touch points," says Jim
Murphy, a consultant for tech firm MicroStrategy and a
Mets fan. "I look at the ESPN site every day."

Down the road, ESPN looks to deliver that male demo in
new ways. One possibility is video -on -demand, which has
the potential to be a huge add-on for ESPN. There is cur-
rently no secondary market for the programming after it
airs. When VOD becomes widely available to the con-
sumer, ESPN can take full advantage of its premium
sports footage.

"We have the largest sports library in the world, with
750,000 hours of programming," says Bratches. "We could
create a network based on that material that would run for
50 years without interruption."

Another as-yet-unexploited realm is the Spanish-speak-
ing market. In development is ESPN Deportes, a Spanish -
language production of sporting events such as soccer, foot-
ball and baseball. Bodenheimer believes it can be a 24 -hour
network. He also sees strong growth possibilities in pro-
gramming franchises such as outdoor and women's sports.

The next frontier is wireless. ESPN first dabbled in the
area in 1995 with a paging service, ESPN to Go, which died
soon after its launch. A paging system may be revisited in
the fall, but in the meantime the company has been work-
ing with wireless providers like Sprint PCS and AT&T to
distribute content to cell phones and Palm Pilots.

"Streaming video is real, but we're not sure what the
appetite of the consumer will be and have to figure out
what content makes sense for what devices-news? bass -
fishing tips?" says Rick Alessandri, who oversees wireless
business development for ESPN. He sees wireless as a
long-term project from a revenue standpoint. As band-
width expands, Alessandri says, a 30 -second spot could
technically be delivered to the hand-held device.

"I reject the notion that ESPN is a mature business,"
Bodenheimer says. "We have seen plenty of growth across
all media and hope that the next 20 years will be as excit-
ing as the first 20."

Industry watchers predict a high -testosterone approach
to overcoming any current woes. Says one advertising
exec and former ESPN employee: "They've been knocked
down a few notches, but they have always been extraordi-
narily aggressive. And they'll keep being aggressive." 

Megan Larson covers the cable industry for Mediaweek.
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Four years ago, over a now -famous dinner, Micro-
soft's Bill Gates was won over by Comcast chairman Brian
Roberts' conviction that his upgraded cable plants could
yield all sorts of revenue -getting goodies. Roberts has
spent much of his time since then attempting to deliver on
Gates' billion -dollar, 11 percent investment in his company.

As it turned out, Gates' then-eye-popping cable buy
seems to have been as much an anointment as an invest-
ment. In short order, Gates' old Microsoft partner, Paul
Allen, followed suit-he's now spent about $15 billion on
cable systems since 1998 to fulfill his "wired world" vision.
The Gates/Roberts hookup also inspired AT&T to first
buy Tele-Communications Inc. in 1998 and then MediaOne
for a combined total of more than $100 billion. It wasn't
until the fourth quarter of last year, however, that it
became fully evident that these cable execs were really on
to something.

In the mid -1990s, Roberts and his peers at the other
dominant cable companies began to realize that tradition-
ally irascible cable customers could actually become giddy
about spending in the neighborhood of $100 per month if
they were provided a full menu of next -generation media
services. These might include digital cable, high-speed

Internet access, video -on -demand, interactive television
and Internet Protocol (IP) telephony. The chunkier margins
yielded by these new business lines would, in theory, im-
prove the companies' then -flagging favor on Wall Street by
boosting returns on investment and increasing cash flow.

But existing cable lines were a far cry from the state-of-
the-art wires needed to deliver digital, and untold billions
would have to be spent by cable companies, many of them
family run, that were in the business of delivering analog
programming. And so, for the most part, the industry's ini-
tial blue-sky optimism received only a tepid reception from
both Wall Street and Washington. Cable stock prices lan-
guished for years as surplus cash flow was plowed back
into infrastructure. Margins remained razor thin.

Worse yet, cable operators weren't doing any better on
the PR front: Customers and, in turn, regulators general-
ly regarded the companies as faceless utilities with poor
customer service and excessive rates. To top off the bleak
scenario, competition from the telcos and direct broadcast
satellite companies, which deliver hundreds of channels in
digital, were starting to menace market share.

Finally, though, the billions that have been spent on up-
grading cable wires are starting to yield good news. Let's
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use Comcast as an example. The company has been one of
the most aggressive in the cable industry as far as recast-
ing its image as a new -media services company. And it has
some impressive cash -flow margins to show for its efforts:
Comcast's 1.4 million digital -TV customers generated $100
million of revenue at the end of 2000. The $10 monthly
charge for the service represents an operating margin of
more than 80 percent. Comcast is aiming this year to
increase its digital subscriber base to more than 2 million,
about 25 percent of its total, which would generate rough-
ly $200 million in incremental cash flow in 2001.

The story on the data -delivery side is also compelling.

Smooth operators
UPGRADING CABLE'S BIG SEVEN

AT&T BROADBAND The nation's largest MSO, with about 16.5 mil-
lion subscribers, has struggled to bring the old TCI cable systems up to speed. By

the end of the year, AT&T Broadband aims to have a minimum of 74 percent of its

cable plants upgraded to at least 550 megahertz (the baseline bandwidth level for
digital and two-way interactive media). The phone company-turned-cable giant,
through its acquisition of TCI and MediaOne, has the most digital -cable customers
in the industry, 3.1 million. The goal is 4 million by December.

Also this year, the company is looking to add 900,000 high-speed data c
tamers to its tally of 1.2 million subscribers, and a million more phone custome
to its current list of 700,000. A soft commercial launch of video -on -demand is up
and running in Atlanta and is scheduled to expand to Los Angeles in the near
future. (Penetration rates for the VOD launches have not been released.)

TIME WARNER Digital -cable rollout has been swift and well received in
places like New York City, and the Road Runner high-speed data service is grow-
ing at a rapid clip. Time Warner has upgraded 90 percent of its infrastructure.

The company's major hub, New York, and its smaller service area in Philadel-
phia offer the 860 megahertz needed to provide serious interactive, two-way
media. Digital subs hit 1.7 million in December and closed the first quarter at
2.2 million. Road Runner had enlisted 946,000 high-speed customers by end
of year 2000 and topped out at 1.2 million for the first quarter.

"Both businesses continue to grow rapidly," says Time Warner's Michael Luft-
man. Growth rates are roughly on a par with 2000 levels, and they represent
cash -flow margins in the neighborhood of 40 percent.

The company will start its first subscription VOD test within the month in an
undisclosed city and is currently testing VOD in Honolulu, Austin and Tampa. Once

the business model for cable -delivered telephony has matured, TW is hoping to
expand its IP telephony market tests beyond Rochester, N.Y., and Portland, Maine.

COMCAST An ambitious new product or service has been introduced
annually. Comcast started with digital cable, then moved to high-speed data,
and this year it's tackling VOD. The company is also looking to increase the
number of retail outlets that carry its set -top devices to 1,200 by year's end
and to boost availability of the self -installation option.

The task of upgrading cable lines to 550 and 750 megahertz is nearing com-
pletion. Most of the lines servicing Comcast's massive cluster spanning Washing-
ton, D.C., to just south of New York City-about 85 percent of total customers-
are at 750 megahertz. By year's end, 80 percent of all systems will be at that level.

"We see the end of 2001 as essentially the end of our rebuild project," says

The $10 per
month paid by
Comcast's 1.4
million digital-
TV subscribers
represents an

operating
margin of

more than
80 percent.

Comcast finished 2000 with 400,000 Comcast@Home cus-
tomers, enough to hover around the break-even point. The
company expects to have 750,000 customers, each paying
$40 per month, by the end of the year, with revenue reach-
ing about $375 million.

These kinds of figures are finally helping cable's image
on Wall Street. "The bottom line for the cable companies
is that their best defense is an upgraded plant," says Kavir
Dhar, media analyst for Jefferies & Co. "As soon as they
get their plants upgraded, the competition tends to abate."

The best defense is also a good offense. And with the
success of direct broadcast satellite, cable companies will

need a good offense. DBS
has pulled enough sub-
scribers away from cable
that it is now one of the
largest multichannel service
providers in the U.S., with
15 million customers out of a
universe of 85 million.

Cable covered 80 percent
of that universe in 2000 (68
million homes), according
to research released last
month by Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers' Media Entertain-
ment practice. In 2005,
when that multichannel uni-
verse is forecast to grow to
97 million, cable is expected

to cover only 68 percent to DBS' 27 percent.
Some major players see that growth and are eager for

more satellite holdings. In late May, both Rupert Murdoch
and EchoStar were in discussions with General Motors to
acquire Hughes Electronics, parent of DirecTV. No. 2 play-
er EchoStar is expected to aggressively add to its new -
media offerings.

Even if cable operators can somehow beat back DBS'
growth, they still won't be out of the woods. At any mo-
ment there is the risk of new technology sweeping in to
change the face of the industry virtually overnight. North-

point Technology, for instance, is developing a low-cost dig-
ital -transmission system that could double the capacity of
the broadcast spectrum and challenge both DBS and cable
for pay -TV customers. And the telcos have mounted an
aggressive rollout of their own high-speed Internet prod-
uct, DSL (digital subscriber lines).

At the moment, though, the popularity of digital is ex-
pected to spread at an impressive rate. While Pricewater-
houseCooper's study sees DBS growing steadily, it also
projects that higher -margin digital cable will start to re-
place analog cable, growing from 8 million in 2000 to 31 mil-
lion by 2003 and 42 million by 2005.

"Digital cable goes from zero in 1997 to 11 percent in
2000 to 63 percent in 2005," says Kevin Carton, global
leader of PricewaterhouseCooper's Entertainment and
Media practice.

In terms of dollars, subscribers ponied up $30 billion for
basic cable in 2000. Of that, digital cable represents $4 bil-
lion-but by 2005, that's expected to jump to $22 billion,
says Carton, a compound annual growth rate of 44 percent.
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John Alchin, executive vp and treasurer. He says the company has spent a bil-
lion dollars in each of the past three years on upgrades.

Comcast has video -on -demand tests running in suburban Philadelphia and
New Jersey. It is mulling the economic feasibility of cable telephony.

CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS Paul Allen's company is the
youngest and also one of the hungriest cable providers. Where Charter distin-
guishes itself is in video-on-demand-it's already offering service in Duluth, Ga.;
Pasadena/Glendale, Calif.; St. Louis and Fort Worth, Texas. Soon that list will
include Greenville/Spartanburg, S.C.; Birmingham, Ala.; Madison, Wis.; Hicko-
ry, N.C.; and parts of Los Angeles. So far, the buy rate is about twice what Char-
ter's traditional pay -per -view service attracted, according to the company.

The goal this year is to double the number of digital subs Charter had in Decem-

ber, to 2 million. It's now at 1.3 million, with 15.2 percent penetration. Allen et al.
want to see about 40 percent penetration by year's end and 80 percent by 2004.

Charter's high-speed data business had 250,000 customers as of Decem-
ber. By 2002, a full 90 percent of its systems will be two-way compatible.

COX COMMUNICATIONS Subscribers are offered one big mul-
timedia bundle. Like its peers, Cox calls its new services-digital, voice, data-
revenue-generating units, or RGUs. About 12 percent of Cox's 6.1 million total
subscribers were opting for at least two new services at the beginning of this year.

Cox now has about 900,000 digital customers, with a goal this year to add
around 40,000 per month. The company has about 550,000 data customers and
300,000 phone customers in 17 markets. Digital phone service should be avail-
able to 35 percent of Cox's total customer base by the end of 2001.

ADELPHIA COMMUNICATIONS Owned and run by the Rigas
family, Adelphia, like its larger peers, has spent aggressively to attain state-of-
the-art lines. The goal is for 70 percent of the system to be upgraded this year.

The company has been aiming to add 150,000 digital subscribers each month

to the 900,000 it had at the end of 2000. Power Link, its high-speed data offer-
ing, now has about 148,000 customers, and Adelphia expects to take that up to
375,000 by year's end. Look for video and data services to be bundled this year.

CABLEVISION SYSTEMS While it leads the industry in growing
basic analog subscriptions, New York metro -focused Cablevision has been
behind the curve in launching digital services. The company will finally roll out
its Sony advanced digital set -tops on Long Island in the fall. New York -area
Comcast employees are currently testing the devices.

Cablevision has had success with its cable modem sales, via its Wiz electronic
retail stores in the tristate area. The high-speed service, Optimum Online, is avail-
able to about 2 million Cablevision customers. More than 300,000 were enrolled
at the beginning of the year, and 5,000 per week signed on in the first quarter.

The company's telephony strategy is focused on commercial deployment of
the company's Lightpath service.

Basic cable is forecast to grow to $45 billion.
Last year cable viewers spent $7 billion for premium

cable, with digital representing $700 million. This year,
digital could go as high as $4 billion, an annual growth
rate of 40 -plus percent. In the pay -per -view category,
subscribers spent $2 billion in 2000, with digital pulling in
$400 million. In 2005, digital PPV could account for $2 bil-
lion on its own.

Carton calls these compound annual growth rates
"staggering."

After digital cable and high-speed data access, the next
service ready for serious commercial rollout is video -on -
demand. The trick is for operators to provide enough con-
tent to keep customers interested. For now, movie studios
are holding to their video -store release dates-typically two
or three months earlier than their deals with cable. That
model will likely change when enough Americans have dig-

ital set -top boxes in their
homes. But until then, oper-
ators say, the solution is to
partner with broadcast and
cable networks to create
video -on -demand applica-
tions for non -movie content
such as original program-
ming, news and sports.

"It's being talked about
as movies -on -demand," says
Comcast's Roberts. "But I
actually think it's going to be
an enabling of a whole new
technology that can't be

done by satellite, because they don't have the two-way
capability. It's an advantage we should really accelerate."

If all goes according to plan, in four or five years the
nation's largest cable operators will be offering a variety
of highly refined new -media services, and the competitive
threats from DBS and the telcos will be mitigated. There
might even be a very fortuitous side benefit: Consumers
could actually start liking their cable companies.

"These are businesses that didn't even exist three
years ago," says Steve Burke, president of Comcast's
cable division. "We see both digital and high-speed data
as very important in terms of redefining how customers
think about us."

Digital cable is
projected to be

in 42 million
homes by

2005, with
subscriptions

bringing in
$22 billion.

Jim Cooper is news editor of Mediaweek.

THE DIGITAL DOMAIN OF THE LARGEST MSO'S
COMPANY

AT&T Broadband
TOTAL SUBSCRIBERS

16.5 million

DIGITAL SUBSCRIBERS

3.1 million
HIGH-SPEED DATA SUBSCRIBERS

1.2 million

Time Warner 13.2 million 2.2 million 1.2 million

Comcast 7.7 million 1.4 million 400,000

Charter Communications 6.4 million 1.3 million 250,000

Cox Communications 6.1 million 900,000 550,000
Adelphia Communications 5.7 million 900,000 148,000

Cablevision Systems 2.9 million NA* 303,000
'Rollout starts this fall
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"EPORT

The kings of Queens...
...AND MANHATTAN, BROOKLYN, THE BRONX

AND STATEN ISLAND BY MARIAN BERELOWITZ

In the last few years, Cablevision Systems Corp. has been plotting a cable coup:
to control New York, the country's hottest demographic market, via content
and delivery in myriad forms. Charles and James Dolan, the father and son who
run the Long Island-based company, now have their hands on some of the city's
most iconic entertainment properties and venues. Cablevision's reach also
extends to local and national cable channels, a regional theater chain and elec-
tronics retailer, and a broadband/telecom network. (The latter is a bit of sore
spot: Cablevision will be the last major MSO to launch digital services when it
rolls out Sony digital set -top boxes in the fall.)

Standing in the way of total regional domination is AOL Time Warner, whose
chief, Gerald Levin, knows his rivals well-he got his start in the industry as a
lawyer for Cablevision in the early 1970s. Now Levin's a merger mastermind,
and the buzz is that he's eyeing AT&T's 23 percent stake in Cablevision. Some
believe the Dolans actually want to put the whole shebang on the block, which
would spark a feeding frenzy among competitors and create a new media order
for the five boroughs and beyond.

PROGRAMMING Channels include AMC,
MuchMusic, Bravo (with Inside the Actors Studio,
far right) and WE: Women's Entertainment (home

of Debbie Allen's Coo/ Women, right), comple-
mented by six regional Fox Sports nets. Tristate-

focused programming includes the MSG Network,
five local -news stations and the MetroChannels.

BROADBAND Beyond cable delivery-
which serves close to 3 million households
in the DMA-there's the Optimum -branded
phone service and high-speed Net -access
service. The company's self -install cable
modems sell exclusively at some of its Wiz
stores (far right), the area's largest electron-
ics retail chain. The Lightpath division
serves the business -communications end.

ENTERTAINMENT Sports properties-the Knicks, the
Rangers and the WNBA's Liberty-play at Cablevision's Madi-
son Square Garden. The company owns Radio City Entertain-
ment and a 25 -year lease on Radio City Music Hall. Its Clear -

view Cinemas (including the historic Ziegfeld Theatre) is one
more way to reach audiences and promote company properties.
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WHICH WE ARE VERY CAREFUL
TO CLEAN BEHIND, BY THE WAY.

And moms are just the beginning We're cleaning up on teachers, kids, and dads,
too. (Which means we have your Back -to -School audience all wrapped up.) We reach
10 million unique visitors every month. Parents who are affluent and well-
educated -professionals, as well as homemakers. Teachers who are very involved.
Kids who become engaged with our sites everyday. With LearningNetwork.com, you
can reach one of these coveted targets or all of them. Let us help you build
a smart plan for Back -to -School and start planning for Q4 holiday season now.

LEARNING
NETWDRK

Where parents, teachers
& kids come together.

Book your media by June 30th and get 20% off. Contact jilLthibault@learningnetwork.com or call (800) 927-6006 ext. 1625.

Reach Parents
FamilyEdu::ation.ponn
SchoolCash.corn
InfoPlease.com

Reach Kids
FunBram.corn
Fact Monster. corn
KLNIIve.com

Reach Teachers
TeacherV.s crl.com
MySchoo Ordre.com
TeacherPonts corn
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HAL]
BRAND

FOR RATES AND INFORMATION, CONTACT:

NEW YORK
ED GEORGER
212-930-1943

LOS ANGELES
KRISTINE KAWALEC
818-755-2693

CHICAGO
CHRIS WARD
312-819-2901

'Source: Corporate Tracker 4Q00 results conducted by STARS

©2001 Bohemia Productions (Muse) Inc. / 02001 Muse Entertainment
(Neverending Story) Inc. & Movie Factory Film GMBH / 02001 Hallmark
Entertainment Distribution, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

OWER OF THE

LMARK
You understand the power of a brand...

and so do we. Every home in America

knows the Hallmark name and is ready

for the new Hallmark Channel. We

launch August 5th - - so give us a call.

And be part of the hottest new success

story in television.

Hill° CHANNEL

<

hallmarkchannel.com COMING AUGUST 5TH



Movers
TV STATIONS
Mike Cunningham has been named
executive producer for news operations
and special events at CBS' Los Angeles
O&O KCBS. Previously, he was executive
producer of sports for CBS' stations divi-
sion...Bob Loy has been has been pro-
moted to news director of Emmis
Communications' Honolulu CBS affili-
ate, KGMB. Previously, he was KGMB's
managing editor...Sylvia Jones was
named special projects producer for
Tribune's Chicago WB affiliate, WGN.
Previously, she was an executive pro-
ducer of special projects for WKBD,
Viacom's UPN affiliate in Detroit.

SYNDICATION
Twentieth Television has promoted
Shannon Keating to vp of domestic dis-
tribution. She had been executive direc-
tor of domestic distribution.

MEDIA SERVICES
Ken Neville has been named president
of Mutation Labs, an Internet design stu-
dio servicing New York Times Digital,
TeenPeople.com, Paramount Pictures
and Comedy Central's The Man Show.
He moves up from vp of convergence.

AGENCIES
Beth Clark has joined Dudnyk Ad-
vertising, Horsham, Pa., as vp/media
director. Clark was most recently vp for
Radio Direct Response in Media, Pa.

CABLE
Alan Sternfeld was named senior vp of
planning, scheduling and acquisitions
for Lifetime's entertainment division. He
will oversee the main channel as well as
Lifetime Movie Network and the soon -to -
launch Lifetime Real Women. Sternfeld,
who spent the last two decades in the
programming departments of major
broadcast networks, most recently was
chief content officer at San Francisco -
based EVEO, an online showcase for
video creators...Kim Rosenblum was
named to the new position of senior vp
of TV Land's creative group. She will con-
tinue to manage the TV Land Creative
Group, overseeing the net's on -air graph-
ics and interstitial promotions...Nancy
Newman was named vp of integrated
marketing for (continued on page 22)

Media Elite
EDITED BY ANNE TORPEY-KEMPH

Jackie's
Closet
Curator
TO APTLY CONVEY the French -
leaning fashion sensibilities of
Jackie Kennedy, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art needed an expert in
haute couture. Vogue's European
editor at large, Hamish Bowles,
was the right man for the job. The
38 -year -old Brit spent a year guest -creating
"Jacqueline Kennedy: The White House
Years-Selections From the John F. Kennedy
Library and Museum," and the resulting
showcase of the former first lady's style -set-
ting wardrobe has drawn record numbers
since its recent opening.

"I've been completely dazzled and over-
whelmed," says Bowles. "The public response
and critical response was more than I could
ever have hoped for."

In addition to logging a record number of

Vogue's

Bowles at the
Met with
first lady

Laura 3ush

visitors for the museum, the exhibit also
boasts an accompanying catalogue, edited by
Bowles, that has hit best-seller lists.

Bowles has worked with the Met's
Costume Institute on other fashion exhibits,
including "Madame Gres" in 1994 and
"Haute Couture" in 1995, and he has a private
collection of designer pieces. But
has been a dream for Bowles, who always
admired Jackie's taste. His personal favorite:
the Givenchy dress she wore to dinner with
the de Gaulles at Versailles. -Lori Lefevre

New Line of Work Suits Solomita

'lleaMinoLik-4411
Link hijinks:Solomita with host Ann Robinson

IN TWO WEEKS Fran Solomita will be hon-
ored by his peers with the Brandon Tartikoff
Award, named after the late, respected NBC
Entertainment president and recognizing
the work of a promising newcomer in the

field of television promotion. Not bad for
someone who "stumbled into" the business
as a second career.

After high school, Solomita set out to be
an actor and comedian, racking up appear-
ances on Showtime, Comedy Central, MTV
and HBO, as well as doing a stint as host of
Fox's ill-fated late -night talk/game show,
Liars. But after 15 years, he wanted a
change. A career -transition seminar three
years ago led him to TV promotion, and he
landed a job at ABC creating on -air promos.
Last year Solomita moved to NBC, where
he oversees on -air promotion of the Peacock
network's prime -time shows. His most
recent coup: promoting the launch of The
Weakest Link.

"My comedy background has helped,"
Solomita says. "You have to crystallize a pro-
motion much the same as you do a

joke, or else you lose the audience."
-John Consoli
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Movers

Binder named Golf

Digest publisher

(continued from page 21) Rainbow
Sports Networks. Newman, previously
director of marketing and communica-
tions for Rainbow's 50 percent -owned
Fox Sports Net Chicago, will now man-
age the development and execution of
integrated sales and marketing initia-
tives for all of Rainbow's regional sports
networks in San Francisco, Chicago,
Ohio, New England and Florida.

MAGAZINES
Steven Binder, former senior vp of cor-
porate sales for Conde Nast Publi-
cations, has been named senior vp and
publisher of Golf Digest, part of the Golf
Digest Cos., a Conde Nast sibling com-
pany. Also, Robert Maxon, senior vp
and group publisher, has been upped to
executive vp overseeing sales and mar-
keting, and Nancy Weber has been pro-
moted from vp to senior vp of marketing
and promotion...Frank Vitale, creative
director/marketing of Meredith Corp.'s
Country Home and Country Gardens,
has been promoted to a new position
as associate publisher, group marketing
director, overseeing Meredith's design
and decorating titles. Also at Meredith,
Carl Trautmann, former associate pub-
lisher of Brill's Content, has been named
advertising director of Ladies' Home Jour-
nal...James Else, vp of sales and mar-
keting for Time Inc.'s media sales and
marketing group, has joined Time4
Media, a division of Time Inc., as senior
vp in charge of corporate sales and
business development. At Time Inc.'s
Real Simple, Steven Sachs, consumer
marketing director, has been upped to
associate publisher, consumer market-
ing and development...At Weider Pub-
lications' Shape, Renee Tulenko, east-
ern advertising manager, has been pro-
moted to eastern ad director.

Media Elite

PM Defies Gravity, Makes History

A little light reading: A cosmonaut
peruses the first mag at the ISS.

DENNIS TITO wasn't the only first at the
International Space Station last month.
Joining the Texas billionaire who bought his
way into the history books as the first tourist
in space, Hearst Magazines' Popular Mech-
anics made the flight to become the first mag-
azine

Russian cosmonauts brought copies of
PM's March issue and a PM banner along

with the supplies they were
delivering to the station.
(The pictures were tied up
in governmental red tape
for weeks.)

The PM editors got the
idea for the flight after
learning that aerospace -
engineering firm SpaceHab,
which had received a PM
award for its work on a
space -station module, also
coordinates supply missions
to the ISS.

"We have been writing
about things aeronautical
from our first issue, a year

before the Wright Brothers," says PM editor
in chief Joe Oldham. "And now we've made
the ultimate flight."

The issues returned to earth with Tito,
and Oldham declared PM "the official mag-
azine of the universe."

What's in store for the spacey PMs?
Oldham has offered them to the Smith-

sonian's Air and Space Museum. -LL

own Executive VP/General Manager,
teUR elleiMIN, II I' The Travel Channel

Steve Cheskin has been so busy delivering the world's hot
spots to his viewers that he hasn't had time to take a vaca-
tion of his own. But he's certainly earned one. In the year
since Cheskin arrived at the network from his programming
post at TLC, Travel Channel has grown in ratings and sub-
scribers, in part attributable to Cheskin's strategy. He's shift-

ing the focus from exotic locales to more popular destinations, such as Disney
World, Los Angeles and London, with series like Travel Channel Secrets and The
World's Best. "The challenge is finding stories about Las Vegas and L.A. that
haven't been told," Cheskin says. "I told my creative team that they were going
down the wrong road if they were simply trying to program for travel. The goal
was to come up with a great idea and then try and apply it to travel."

In his 15 years at Discovery Communications, Cheskin has developed
some notable programming franchises, including the annual "Shark Week"
(for Discovery) and Adrenaline Rush Hour (for TLC). He's hoping to hit the
mark again next season with TV Road Trip, a two-hour special that will take
Travel Channel viewers to some of the best-known TV locales-Dallas' South
Fork ranch and the Cheers bar in Boston, for example. "This job was made for
me," he says, admitting he loves television as much as travel and has been
collecting issues of Variety and TV Guide since he was 9.

Now if only he could get a week off. "I went to the south of France," he
says, lamenting, "but it was all work." -Megan Larson
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Our game plan includes precise targeting of Web advertisements, skyscrapers and innovative
sponsorships on thousands of content -rich websites. Let our promotions experts serve up powerful
lead generation or buyer incentives. Ace the competition with email programs to permission -based
lists of highly responsive people. Follow through with Website Results, our search engine opti-
mization service -a no risk way to target traffic to your website from all the leading search engines.

Get in the game with seasoned pros.

24
7

www.247media.com I For help with your Net results: call 1-800-236-5790 or email us at advertising@247media.com MEDIA

NASDAQ: TISM



Media Dish S secia1
AWNY Tees Off in Greenwich
Advertising Women of New York bad a group of media and ad execs "scram-

bling ' for prizes at its recent gol- outing, held at the Greenwich Country

Club 1r Greenwich, Conn. In scra nble-format play, defers competed for

American Airlines tickets, Tourer au watches, and a resort golf school pack-

age, among others. Event sponsors were Adweek Magazines and Golf Maga-

zine; sipporting sponsors includt d USA Today, The New York Times, The

Wall Street Journal and GQ, People and Worth magazines.

Phokgraphy by Scott O'Neil

Lynn Rouane of People with the follow-through

(L. to r.i Ernie Renzuill , Golf Magazine; Marty Hackell, National Fairways;

Brad Felensteio, Goff Magazine; and Mike McCormack, Golf Magazine

(L. to r.) Barbara Wiener, USA Today; Cindy

Vannoy, ABC Sports; Lori Erdos, USA Today; and

Carol Schwartz, Bantam Dell

(L. to r.) Steve DeLeon, Newspaper National

Network; Jimmy Lui, Prevention-, Barbara Ancone,

NNN; and Micbele Murphy, Prevention

At the post -play awards

ceremony, (I. to r.) Mark
Dacay, Adweek

Magazines; Cordelia

Person, AWNY; Kerry

Tucker, ABC; Christine

Fulgieri, WSJ; Christy

Ezelle, guest; Celia

Currie, WSJ; Mike

Parker, Adweek

Magazines; and Ernie

Renzulli, Golf Magazine
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Not Just a Winning Streak.
A Winning Strategy.

#1 in households and viewers...

Only network of the major three to show gains
 in viewers

Only network of the major three to post gains
 in adults 25-54 (+9%), adults 18-49 (+8%)

and adults 18-34 (+11%)

AilL Posted the largest gain in audience share

among adults 18-49 (25% from 22%) and

adults 25-54 (26% from 23%)

CC Buyers were impressed both with the flow of
CBS' fall schedule and with the...network's
strategy to attract more younger viewers."
-MEDIAWEEK, May 21, 2001

CC CBS became younger, ABC grew older, NBC
was dented on its mighty Thursday...."
-THE NEW YORK TIMES, May 21, 2001

CC CBS will emerge as the dominant prime -time
network during the 2001-02 season...."
-THE MYERS REPORT, May 29, 2001

CBS. America's Most Watched Network.

Source: NTI, Strict Prime Time, 10/2/00-5/23/01 vs. 9/20/99-5/24/00. Networks: CBS, ABC and NBC. Gains in viewers based on P2+ (000)'s. Demo gains based AA%.
Audience share gains based on 4 -network weighted share. Most watched network based on P2+ (000)'s. Includes preliminaries, qualifications available upon request.



Calendar
Adweek Conferences will present a one -
day seminar, "How to Build & Extend
Brands Using the Web," June 12 at the
Roosevelt Hotel in New York. Contact:
888-536-8536.

Women in Cable & Telecommunications
and A&E will present the Accolades
Breakfast June 13 at the Chicago Hilton
& Towers. Debra Lee, president/ COO of
BET Holdings, will receive the Woman of
the Year award. Contact: 312-634-2330.

The 2001 Promax & BDA conference
for creators of programming promotions
will be held June 20-23 at the Miami
Beach Convention Center. Allen Rosen-
shine, chairman and CEO of BBDO
Worldwide, will be the keynote speaker.
Contact: 310-788-7600.

The Television Critics Association will
hold its summer press tour July 9-27 at
the Ritz -Carlton Huntington Hotel in
Pasadena, Calif. Sessions will be as fol-
lows: syndication, July 9; cable, July 10-
14; the WB. July 15; UPN, July 16; Fox,
July 17-18; CBS, July 19-20: TCA Day,
July 21; ABC, July 22-23; NBC, July 24-
25; and PBS. July 26-27. Contact: 626-
568-3900 for hotel reservations. The
tour is open only to TCA members.

The Outdoor Advertising Association of
America will present its annual sales
training seminar July 17-18 at the Mar-
quette Hotel in Minneapolis. The course
includes sessions on competitive media,
benefit selling and relationship strategies.
Contact: 202-833-5566 or www.oaaa.org.

The Poynter Institute will present a five-
day seminar on producing television
newscasts Aug. 5-10 at the Institute's St.
Petersburg, Fla., offices. Contact:
www.poynter.org or 727-821-9494.

The Radio and Television News Direc-
tors Foundation will present a news
decision -making workshop Aug. 17-18
at the Doubletree Hotel in Philadelphia.
Ramon Escobar, executive producer for
MSNBC, and Al Tompkins, broadcast/
online group leader for the Poynter Insti-
tute, will be featured speakers. Cost: $50
per station. Contact: 202-467-5252.

NEWS OF THE MARKET

DIY Net Adding Subs, Programming
The 2 -year -old E.W. Scripps-owned Do It
Yourself cable network reports it doubled its
growth in the last year and now reaches 5
million subscribers. DIY recently signed a
contract with the National Cable Television
Cooperative through 2010 giving it distribu-
tion by small cable operators including
Ameritech, Armstrong Utilities, Blade
Communications and Verizon Media
Ventures. The network has also been picked
up by Charter Communications in Los
Angeles; Ft. Worth, Texas; and Knoxville,
Tenn.; as well as on Adelphia systems in
Colorado Springs, Colo.; and West Palm
Beach, Fla. DIY is also distributed on satellite
systems DirecTV and Dish Network. This
fall, the network will air 230 hours of new
programming, including five original series:
Ask DIY, Bare Walls, Talk2D1Y, Scrapbooking
and DIY Woodworking.

ANA to Honor Multicultural Efforts
The Association of National Advertisers has
created the Multicultural Excellence Awards
to recognize outstanding advertising target-
ed to multicultural consumers. The awards
will be given in five categories and are open
only to ANA member companies. There
will be a $500 fee for each entry, and a por-
tion of the proceeds will help fund scholar-
ships for students from multicultural back-
grounds who wish to pursue careers in
advertising or marketing.

ABC to Carry Some of Great Outdoor Games
For the first time, ABC will have some cov-
erage of the Great Outdoor Games, the
franchise of its sibling cable network ESPN.
On July 29 at 1:30 p.m., ABC will air one
hour of the Games. ESPN will air 19 hours

Judd's All Heart

from July 26 to Aug. 3, hosted by former
NFL quarterback and ESPN commentator
Mark Malone. The Great Outdoor Games,
created in 1999, involves about 300 partici-
pants competing in 21 events, including fish-
ing, target sports and logging activities.
This year it will be staged in Lake Placid,
N.Y., from July 12-15.

Fox, TeleRed Team for Sports Venture
Fox Sports International and TeleRed
Imagen S.A. of Argentina have teamed up to
create a Spanish -language sports television
operation. Comprised of FSI's Fox Sports
World Espanol and Fox Sports Latin
America channels and TRISRs TyC Sports
network, the venture creates TV channels
with regional sports programming. The new
Buenos Aires-based entity will be jointly
managed, with TRISA assuming day-to-day
operations of TyC Sports and Fox Sports-
branded networks in Latin America. FSI will
manage all North American operations,
including Fox Sports World Espanol. The
three networks reach more than 19 million
homes across South, Central and North
America and the Caribbean.

NBC, Turner Rack Up Nascar Sponsors
NBC and Turner Sports have jointly sold
on -air Nascar Wmston Cup race entitlement
sponsorships to Pepsi, Tropicana, NAPA
Auto Care, Mountain Dew, Sharpie,
Chevrolet Monte Carlo, UAW -General
Motors, Pop Secret Microwave Popcorn,
Pennzoil and Pep Boys. All will have ad spots
in Nascar Wmston Cup race telecasts on
NBC and TBS, which start airing on week-
ends beginning July 22 and run through
Nov. 18. Carquest Auto Parts and Outback
Steakhouse have signed on as sponsors of the

WE: Women's Entertainment is launching a new daytime
programming block, hosted by Naomi Judd, that will
focus on relationships. The Heart to Heart With Naomi
Judd block will air weekdays from 2 to 4:30 p.m. begin-
ning Aug. 20. It will be comprised of two new series,
House Calls and Spiritual Journeys, plus a relationship-
themed movie such as Mystic Pizza or Peggy Sue Got
Married. The show will be filmed in Judd's home in Ten-
nessee, and each episode will begin with the host
imparting wisdom and advice through storytelling. Judd will host new WE block.
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Listen_ Itetwork_ presents the Web's greatest has

As the online music provider for the Web's top portals and most popular sites, Listen Network easily reaches millions of

music fans. Sounds like the perfect selection for your next campaign. So include Listen in your media plan, and watch

your clients top the sales charts. For information, go to listen.com/aw, email adsales®listen.com or punch in 415-934-2005.



Inside Media
Nascar Busch Series race telecasts on NBC
and TNT, which also air on weekends dur-
ing the same period. Applebee's has also
signed up as an on -air sponsor of the Busch
Series race on Sept. 1. In addition to ad
spots, title sponsorships also include men-
tions in on -air promotions, both on the net-
works and local affiliates, and an on -air
media presence during all telecasts.

No Second Season for Arrest & Nal
Arrest & Trial, the reality -crime series hosted
by Brian Dennehey and produced by Dick
Wolf, will not return for a second season,
syndicator Studios USA confirmed last week.
The company cited the decision by Chris-
Craft stations in New York and Los Angeles
earlier in the season to downgrade the strip
out of access time periods as the main reason
Arrest & Trial is out of production after 195
episodes. The series earned a 1.5 average
audience rating for the week ending May 20,
according to Nielsen Media Research.

Mavericks Owner Gets Show on KTXA
Billionaire Internet entrepreneur Mark
Cuban, whose ownership of the NBA's
Dallas Mavericks has resulted in $505,000 in
league fines as well as the team's first playoff
appearance in more than a decade, has been
given his own local television show. As part
of the franchise's three-year broadcasting
deal with UPN station KTXA-TV in Dallas,
Cuban will host a half-hour program that
will launch at the start of the NBA season
this fall. Airing Saturdays on KTXA at 10
p.m., the show will look at the Mavericks, as
well as the league in general.

Talkers Allred, O'Reilly Honored
ABC Radio's Gloria Allred and Fox News'
Bill O'Reilly were among those honored by
the National Association of Radio Talk
Show Hosts at the recent new media semi-
nar hosted by Talkers magazine. Allred, an
attorney and co -host of KABC-AM's Allred
& Taylor Show in Los Angeles, received the
Jarvis Memorial Award, which is presented
to a woman who has made outstanding con-
tributions to Talk radio and demonstrates
the strength of the medium and position of
females in the profession. Known for her
"Legal Week" of discussions on sexual
harassment, rape, batter, child sexual abuse,
divorce and civil rights, Allred's show airs on
the ABC -owned station 1 to 3 p.m. PT. Fox
News Channel Talk sensation Bill O'Reilly
was the recipient of this year's Freedom of

The X man

Veteran film and television actor John Shea has been cast in
the lead role of Tribune Entertainment's new syndicated sci-fi
series, Mutant X. Produced by Canada's Fireworks Entertain-
ment and launching in weekly syndication in the fall in 93 per-
cent of the country, including the Tribune station group, Mutant
X tracks the exploits of five genetically altered humans. Led by
Shea, the group of experiment subjects must evade the top-
secret science agency bent on bringing them back into the lab.

The cast also includes Forbes March (All My Children), Victoria Pratt (Cleopatra 2525
and Xena: Warrior Princess), Lauren Lee Smith (Get Carter) and Victor Webster (Days of
Our Lives). Shea most recently starred in the film Bombshell with Charles Durning and
John Savage. He regularly appeared as the villainous Lex Luthor in the ABC series Lois
& Clark: The New Adventures of Superman.

Speech Award. O'Reilly, the recipient of sev-
eral awards for his reporting, has fast
become one of the most popular personali-
ties in cable news. His "no -spin zone" cable
show airs daily at 8 p.m. ET

NatGeo Plans Best -Photos Special
National Geographic magazine will publish a
special newsstand -only collectors' issue titled
"100 Best Photographs of All Time," to hit
stands Nov. 1. A first in the monthly's 113 -
year history, the special issue will have a cir-
culation of 225,000 and a cover price of
$9.95. The issue, which will be oversized, will
be divided into three chapters: people and
places, natural history and science, and explo-
ration. There will be 32 pages of advertising.

DC to Acquire Golden Books
Financially troubled children's book pub-
lisher Golden Books agreed last week to be
acquired by television programming compa-
ny DIC Entertainment Holdings. The
$170 million deal will give DIC access to
Golden Books' library of more than
500,000 titles, which includes comic books,
movies, TV specials and cartoons. Golden
franchises include Frosty the Snowman,
Rudolph the Red -Nosed Reindeer and Poky
Little Puppy. Completion of the deal is
pending approval of the U.S. Bankruptcy
Court in Delaware.

&Pal Signs A&E, Warner Bros.
E -Poll, a firm specializing in the creation of
Internet -based television audience research
tools, last week announced the signing of
two more high -profile partners: A&E
Television Networks and Warner Bros.

Domestic TV. The Encino, Calif. -based
company had earlier announced partner-
ships with Twentieth Television and Carsey-
Werner Distribution.

DIM on Radio -Mercury Streak
At last week's Radio -Mercury Awards for
excellence in radio creative, DDB Chicago
won the $100,000 grand prize, marking the
first time in the awards' 10 -year history that
an agency took home the grand two years in
a row. The winning entry was a "Heroes"
spot for Anheuser-Busch. In a ceremony at
New York's Waldorf-Astoria, the Radio
Advertising Bureau also awarded nine
$5,000 prizes in the general category and a
lifetime achievement award to Stan
Richards, founder and principal of Dallas -
based The Richards Group. Bob Scarpelli,
DDB U.S. chief creative officer and vice
chairman of DDB Chicago and chief judge
of the 2001 Radio -Mercury Awards, present-
ed the award to Richards.

MN Flea Suit Against lhadewel
Radio syndicator United Stations Radio
Networks has filed suit in New York State
Supreme Court against ad -buying service
Tradewell, alleging nonpayment for spots
that aired on USRN shows for Tradewell
clients A.T. Cross, Armour Hot Dog and
ValuRite Stores, among others. In the suit
against Tradewell and its CEO and signifi-
cant shareholder, William Steinberg, the
total compensation USRN is seeking
includes interest and damages. USRN
would not comment on the litigation, and
Tradewell had not responded to the suit as
of last Wednesday.
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Know
outsourced
e-mail?
We practically invented it.

In 1998, e-centives launched a marketing revolution: customized, targeted e-mail.
And we've been the leading provider of permission -based e-mail campaigns ever
since. Our experts create, deliver and track millions of messages daily for some of the
biggest names in business - like Excite@Home, Chase' and Quicken' TurboTax`

We'll combine our proven technology and techniques to bring you a complete e-mail
solution that includes:

 Expert strategy and creative development
 Experienced list, data and subscription management
 Effective testing processes
 Targeted personalization technology
 Proven delivery systems
 Insightful tracking, reporting and analysis

Experience is everything - especially when you're trying to build profitable relatior ships.
Why settle for anything less than the best? Contact the experienced innovators at
e-centives today.

491 e-centives
what you want

TM

To learn more about Outsourced E-mail and our other solutions, visit us at www.e-centives.com/corp or call 1.877.ECENTIVES.

© 1999-2001 e centives . Inc All rights reserved. e-centives and e-centives logo are the exclusive trademarks of e-centives, Inc. All other brand names mentioned are trademarks of their respective holders.



At new product launch..

Focus with LaunchTargeter:

Launch Targeter analyses
indicate that, on average, 30%
of consumers drive 80% of a

new product's volume potential.

Consumers Volume

You've always known "how many."
Now you'll also know "who" and "where."

Launch Targeter leverages two tr Jsted industry

standards. BASES for new product sales forecasting.

And Spectra for targeting and eff cient execution.

Give your "go to market" strategy pinpoint precision

in reaching core repeaters and drive :ritical first
year volume.

See how spending smarter -----not spending more-
will put your next launch right on :he money.

www.launchtargeter.com

FULLY INTEGRATED CONSUMER -CENTRIC MARKETING SOLUTIONS.

www.launchtargeter.com

Spectra
intelligent targeting' BASES
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Culture Trends

MTV's
BUZZWORTHY
Buzzworthy songs are usually by
new, up-and-coming artists who
MTV believes have special poten-
tial. Of the videos designated as
Buzzworthy, the vast majority
have been certified gold or plat-
inum.

Week of 6/4/01

Artist/Group: Nikka Costa
Song/Video: "Like a Feather"
Album: Everybody Got Their
Something...

Talk about being born into music.
Costa sang at the age of five with
Don Ho, who was produced by her
father - who in turn worked with
Frank Sinatra. Her music leans
more towards a fusion of rock and
soul (which recently landed her on
the Chris Rock Show), but not a bad
way to start anyway...

Artist/Group: Craig David
Song/Video: "Fill Me In"
Album: Born to Do It

Likening his sound to legends Stevie
Wonder and Michael Jackson as well
as the under -appreciated Terence
Trent D'arby, David's album is set
for release in the U.S. in July. At
age 18, he became the youngest
British male to score a #1 UK hit.
He has scored seven international
#1's overall...

©2001 MTV

The HollywoodReporter's Box Office
For weekend ending June 4, 2001

This
Week

1

Last
Week

1

Picture

Pearl Harbor

3 -Day

Weekend Gross

29,558,276

Days In
Release

10

Total
Gross Sales

118,853,439

2 2 Shrek 28,172,869 19 148,361,421

3 New The Animal 19,610,520 3 19,610,520

4 22 Moulin Rouge 13,718,306 17 14,394,913

5 New What's the Worst That Could Happen? 13,049,114 3 13,049,114

6 3 The Mummy Returns 7,753,680 31 181,181,185

7 4 A Knight's Tale 3,417,394 24 49,423,047

8 6 Bridget Jones' Diary 2,014,889 52 65,358,871

9 5 Angel Eyes 1,888,660 17 21,715,3M

10 8 Memento 1,009,985 80 15,803,710

What client of
yours would turn

down an extra
3 million a week?

Add Radio NJ to your media mix. Radio NJ'" reaches

2,989,700* people every week. For more information you can reach

us at I -888-NJ RADIO or visit www.njba.com.

nit b a,
NEW JERSEY BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION
Representing the Radio and Television Industry in the Soden State

'Sourcing: Maximi$er Spring 1998 Survey. Survey Dates: March 27 to June 18, 1998, Monday to Sunday, 6AM to 12 Midnight. Cume Persons 12+.
Arbitron Rated New Jersey Counties. Combined New Jersey Radio Stations That Subscribe to Arbitron. 01998 THE ARBITRON COMPANY.
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WHAT YOU'LL GET: HTML programming, Flash, application programming, electricity in the air,

information architecture, youth in headphones, mousse, the occasional tattoo, techno when you

are on "hold," meetings, pinball competitions, bad dye jobs.

WHAT YOU WON'T GET: A reverence for "brand," marketing communications based on the principles

of strategy, a business environment, electricity in the wall, an interactive program integrated with

traditional communications, The Allman Brothers while on "hold," professional dye jobs.

WILL GET: Fresh faces, energy, very cool warehouse office space, boarder fashions, UI design, wire

frames, log analyses, new media annual report capabilities, site maps, superstitials, a password -

protected extranet for each client, content management systems, good coffee.

WON'T GET: Good copy, a softball team,

E

If you'd like to learn more about our approach call or

email Chris Demakis (chrisgpartnersandsimons.com)

or Neal Stennett (neal@partnersandsimons.com)

at 617+330+9393.

strategy alignment, experienced professionals, a single team

developing communications across online and trad-

itional media, a mission, customer acquisition

measurement, Brand Traction, the occasional neck

tie, patience, collaboration, Eymer Design Labs,

a good estimate.

WHAT YOU'LL GET WHEN YOU HIRE PARTNERS+SIMONS:

All of the above.

PHOTO BY HENDERSON/CARTLEDGE
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Culture Trends

MTV #1s
Around

the World
Week of 6/4/01

Australia
Christina Aguilera/Mya/Lil Kim/Pink

"Lady Marmalade"

Brazil
Backstreet Boys "More Than That"

Germany

Atomic Kitten "Whole Again"

India

Asha Bhosle/Adnan Sami "Barsa.at"

Italy
Gorillaz "Clint Eastwood"

Japan

Misia "Rhythm Reflection"

Latin America - Mexico
El Gran Silencio "Dejenme Si Estoy..."

Philippines

Destiny's Child "Survivor"

Poland

Bon Jovi "One Wild Night"

U.K.

Crazy Town "Butterfly"

©2001 MTV

R&B/Hip-Hop Albums
-selling albums compiled from a national sample of retail store sales.

Last Weeks
Week on Chart Artist Album

- 1 Redman Malpractice

Top
The top

This
Week

1

2 1 3 Missy Elliott Miss E...So Addictive

3 2 4 Destiny's Child Survivor

4 - 1 Tyrese 2000 Watts

5 3 6 Janet Jackson All for You

Top Country Albums
Compiled from a national sample of retail store sales.

This Last Weeks
Week Week on Chart Artist Album

1 1 5 Tim McGraw

2 2 43 Soundtrack Coyote Ugly

3 3 53 Lee Ann Womack I Hope You Dance

4 4 25 Soundtrack 0 Brother, Where ArtThou?

5 5 6 Brooks & Dunn Steers & Stripes

Do you know how much your competition spent on advertising?

www.adscope.corn
Competitive ad spending and strategy information for 25,000 high-tech companies

Get a sample. Adscope Online. :e LANNI1
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SERVICES & RESOURCES
Minimum run for any ad is one calendar month (3,4 or 5 issues, depending on the month). play monthly. ALL ADS ARE PREPAID. Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual rates
New ads, copy changes, and cancellations are due by the third Thursday of the current month available. Orders and copy must be submitted in writing. Mastercard, Visa, and American
for appearance the following month. RATES: $49 per line monthly; $304 per half -inch dls- Express accepted. Call Sara Weissman at 1-800-7-ADWEEK. Fax 646-654-5313.

ADVERTISING INTERNET
RESOURCES

Blast Your Way Out With
METAFUSE.

We're not Web -site designers.
We're a programming SWAT team
for the hard-core interactivity that
puts your killer Web sites ahead
of the pack and top -of -mind.

949-476.6499
www.metafuse.com

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

PAKTITES° COMPRESSED T-SHIRTS

This PakTiten
is an X -Large

Heavy-
weight
T -Shirt!

Many stock & custom shapes available:
Great for GWP's, Tradeshow Giveaways and
On -Pack Promotions. Include coupons,
catalogs and event schedules inside packages.

4INIV

TOWELS TOWELS

Screen printed towels of all sizes and
weights,low minimums, quick delivery;

Also patented Matrix.. photo towels
3 -STRIKES CUSTOM DESIGN

1905 EUZANETHE AVE. RAHWAY. NJ 07065
Te1.732.382-3820 Fax.732.38240132
E-mailtustomerserwceDstrikes.com 91243

Web Site : www.3Strikes.com

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

Almost as creative as your ad

agency's accounting department.

BZ,77g."-"rt:',:;. ROCKETSmall 19
www.rocket12.com

BRANDESIGN
Where does one stop and the other start?

Corporate identit&
websites and other
business collateral.

www.courtneyco.com

212-594-1748

NEED A GREAT BROCHURE?
Call Ted Dixon (212) 226-5686

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

FREELANCE
ADVANCERS

212 66109000

Providing Excellent Artists & Writers

Since 1987

A Graphic Design

A Art Direction

A Illustration

A Web Design & Production

A Copy/Tech Writers

A Proofreaders

http : //www. freelanceadvancers . com

a better way to save the day

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

25 yrs., ND with full production exp, 24/7
service, no farming out.

www.gregorynewsondesigns.com
or call (212) 926-0363

invisioni
GRAPHICS

INVISION GRAPHICS offers the
most creative and dynamic graphic
concepts from start to finish.

M, WEB DESIGN
COMPANY PRESENCE

MO CAMERA READY ART

ADVERTISING
Call STEVE At: 718-544-7670

www.invislongraphics.com

ART DIRECTION

Sr. AD/designer. www.molllcastudio.com

HANDY MACANDY F/L AD (212) 988-5114

Not your average AD*Dick G.212.213.5333

F/L A/D 212-873-2381

TALENTED AD/DESIGNER
Beautiful print/collateral/adv/promo portfolio.
Concept to finished Mac exp. 212-496-0453

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Visit ADMAN - >www.admanweb.com

CARTOONING

Custom Illustration
And Cartoons

Call Janie at 661 299-4764

http://janiegSs.home.mindspring.com

COPY/CREATIVE

AWARD WINNING

RadloPrint.TV
MEDIA-SAV V

RadioPrint.TV
LOG ONTO

RadioPrint.TV
WE DON'T OVER PROMISE.

WE OVER DELIVER.
Call Dann & Gary

914-715-5636

creative, strategic ADS,
BROCHURES, etc.

212 348 - 91 81

What's the big idea? DG 212.213.5333

COPY/CREATIVE

4ATAigi Z \Yr
An executive copywriter from Y&R,
an executive art director from O&M,

all the awards and, best of all,
now you can afford us.

Before you think twice, call once.

212.769.4545
See our work at www heavycreative corn

COPYWRITING

Top copy pro @ low rates (212) 439.1845

Copywriter. Fast, Fearless. Freelance. (212) 724-8610.

Now: Corporate Profiles & Helpful
Commentaries by Celebrity Writers 24/7

JohnR8831@aol.com

SMARTEN UPI
Senior big agency writer creates fresh, strong,

clever copy. See for yourself.
vArAv.Portiolios.com/Smarlypants.com

Or call: (212) 769-3737

CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
Expert writing for Web or print. See me at
usable-thought.com or call 914-478-8420

Chiat/Day senior writer
(415) 563-8800 email: chuck@thegze.com

LONG COPY SPECIALIST
Brochures, annual reports, catalogs, more.

DAN ICOLARI 718-442-7846

HOT COPY, COOKED TO ORDER...
Hungry? Call me ... I deliver!

212.254.9311
www.joanweb.com

FREELANCE COPYWRITER
Thinks strategically. Writes creatively.

Good. Fast. Very experienced.
Call Patt (212) 595-6780

www.CreativeCopywriter.com
See for yourself.

CREATIVE

Push the right buttons. D. Glider 212.213.5333

CREATIVE SERVICES

(robot tea m
more creative than humanly possible  212 745 2792

Seasoned creative team now available for
brand -building, product -selling & web craft-

ing. Windows also washed.312.409.5798.

Reach your ad community in
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED
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OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS

Cayman Islands Department of Tourism
Request for Qualifications (RFQ)

The Cayman Islands Department of Tourism has prepared an RFQ for a communi-
cations company to provide recommendations and/or implementation services for:

strategic marketing direction/branding
comprehensive traditional and new media advertising, direct response,
promotion and collateral programs
media planning and buying
research

The Department of Tourism is looking to secure services from a firm with current
capitalized billings of $30 - $85 million. To express interest and receive a detailed
RFQ along with submission guidelines send a letter from Business Development
Director or President on company letterhead to:

Cayman Islands Review
1002 Hope St.-PMB #502

Stamford, CT 06907
(PH: 203-978-0373 for FedX del.)

Requests must be received no later than Monday, June 18, 2001. Include your
name, title, current annual billings and full electronic contact information.

EMPLOYMENT

B2B WEBSITE SPONSORSHIP SALES
We are seeking highly motivated, self-starting sales representatives in the
mid -Atlantic region to sell our sponsorship packages. Our packages provide web
based as well as traditional mediums for advertising and corporate branding.

The typical client is a manufacturing firm or a service business that serves the
manufacturing industry in some capacity. Examples are Internet service providers,
business consulting firms, lending institutions, and transportation/shipping compa-
nies. Clients may be large, national companies or regional firms responsible
for sales.

Ideal candidate will have extensive knowledge of Internet online promotion, and
corporate sponsorships. Business to business sales experience and the ability to
sell to a variety of industries is a must. Representatives are 1099 independent con-
tractors who will work on a draw plus commission and must be authorized to work
in the United States. Some travel is required.

mfgGate.com is Pennsylvania's premier B2B online resource for manufacturing
businesses! Over 20,000 Pennsylvania manufacturers represent our online com-
munity. Please forward your resume to:

mfgGate.com/Fs
250 Pierce Street, Suite 100

Kingston, PA 18704
E-mail: marketing@mfgGate.com

Visit us: www.mfgGate.com
Or Fax- 570.331.4600 Phone- 866.634.4283

EMPLOYMENT

TRUCK WORLD
DISCOVERY

TAUCK WORLD DISCOVERY is the leading tour/travel company in the
nation, recently voted by Travel & Leisure Magazine the "Best Tour Op-
erator and Safari Outfitter" for our distinctive, one -of -a -kind vacations and
travel adventures. Due to unprecedented continuing growth, we are
seeking an experienced marketing professional to plan, develop & coor-
dinate effective communication programs to sell our products & services.

The Director of Marketing will evaluate and adjust marketing strategies,
manage all external creative resources working closely with the Director
of Creative Services, nurture and strengthen our brand, provide market-
ing advice and guidance, utilize and integrate marketing communication
tools and tactics, coordinate and support collateral needs including di-
rect mail and other sales tools, and provide direction for our website and
other internet media.

The qualified applicant will have a Bachelor's Degree in a related field
(MBA desirable) with ten years of relevant marketing experience. Travel
industry experience is a definite plus. You must be a team player who
possesses superior strategic thinking and project management abilities
with proven experience marketing products and/or services to consumers
and businesses. Strong leadership, budget management, communica-
tion and organizational skills are essential.

We offer competitive compensation and an outstanding benefit package
including medical, dental, 401k, profit sharing plan, tuition reimburse-
ment, health club membership, and generous travel discounts. Please
mail, fax or e-mail your resume and a cover letter with salary require-
ments to Human Resources Department, Attn: DOM, TAUCK WORLD
DISCOVERY, 276 Post Road West, Westport, CT 06880. Fax 203-
221-6893. E-mail: HRTauck@Tauck.com.

We will respond only to qualified candidates. EOE m/f/h/v.

TAUCK WORLD DISCOVERY
276 Post Rd West, Westport, Connecticut 06880.

Visit our web site at www.tauck.com
equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v

Commercial Film
Director Wanted:

Long established, high -end, national
commercial film company seeks ad
agency creatives interested in be-
coming commercial film directors.
Please submit a 3/4 or VHS and brief
bio. Spec work O.K.

Attn: New Directors
PO Box 32490

Kansas City, MO 64171

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

COPYWRITER
Great accounts great atmosphere.

Check us out at
www.mlinc.com

CATCH A CREATIVE GENIUS

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1-800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: Sara Weissman Classified Asst: Michele Golden
MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $192.00, 1/2 inch increments: $96.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $35.00 per insertion. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Readers
responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they are
duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

The identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset ad,
charge is $25.00. Deadline for all ads in ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m. If
classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue. Classified is com-
missionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED. 770 Broadway,
7th fl. New York, NY 10003. 1-800-723-9335 Fax: 646-654-5313.
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HELP WANTED

Vedic Director

Media Supervisor

SPOT atlYER

Media Sale!, Executive

Broadcast Negotiator

Media Buyer

Planning Supervi

rive Media Buyer/Planner

Associate Media Director

Start II e.rn.altants ion media prolessienals

Sklar cOssociatessearch consultant,

877-467-4608 or 312-467-4600

fax: 312-467-4664 www. shlarsearch. cum

Media Buyer
Train ride to NYC getting old? Mediassociates,

a Danbury, CT media agency seeking highly

motivated, detail -oriented individual w/ excellent

negotiating skills. Print buying req'd, broadcast

buying a plus. Salary commensurate w/ experi-

ence. Four -day work week avail. FOE

Fax or e-mail resume to
Scott Brunjes: 203-797-1400

E-mail: scott@mediassociates. corn

THREE AUDIENCES

FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

For one low price, your
Classified ad appears in

three different magazines:

ADWEEK Classified,
BRANDWEEK

Classified,
and MEDIAWEEK

Classified.

THREE FOR ONE ,.., not a bad idea.

Call Sara Weissman
1-800-7-ADWEEK

or just Fax it to:
(646) 654-5313

Reach your ad community

ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

Bjoin thees
company

you've Never
heard of.

*FORTUNE
AMEIRICA'S

COMPAN IES
MOST

AD

Build your career at Arrow Electronics, one of the
fastest -growing Fortune 200 companies.

Just because you may not have heard of the world leader in technology services doesn't mean
we haven't been making any noise. As the leading distributor of electronic components and
computer products, we offer a nurturing and dynamic environment where you can grow
professionally and personally. Currently we can offer a talented individual the opportunity to join
us in our Melville, NY facility in the following capacity:

MANAGER OF ADVERTISING AND PUBLICATIONS
In this multi -faceted role, you'll direct and manage all aspects of corporate and product -specific
marketing communications projects from creation through completion. Support Arrow
Electronics with all of its marketing communications needs. Programs include the planning,
budgeting and implementation of concurrent advertising campaigns and the company's internal
and external publications both print and online. Management of an in-house creative services
department. Liaison with Arrow suppliers, ad agencies, outside vendors and all levels of
corporate management. We require a BA/BS in Communications or related field, strong project
management, communications, copywriting, editing, and organizational skills, along with 5 to 10
years of experience managing B2B advertising and publications. Travel is required.

We offer a competitive salary and comprehensive benefits package, which includes
tuition reimbursement, employee stock ownership plan, health and dental plans, 401(k), and
a unique sabbatical program. Please send your resume and salary requirements to:
Arrow Electronics, Inc., Attn: T. Thorson, 25 Hub Dr., Melville, NY 11747. Fax: 516-391-1744.
Email: tthorson@arrow.com. EOE. See us on the Internet at: www.arrow.com.

MARKETING/

LICENSING

Well established, mid -town Manhattan
fashion accessory company specializing
in Junior, Missy, and Ladies Socks.
Cold Weather, and Slippers/Sandals
seeks highly motivated Marketing/Licen-
sing Director. Responsibilities include all
aspects of marketing planning and
sales support. Experience in licensing a
plus. Ideal candidate will have demon-
strated ability in new business develop-
ment, macro and micro marketing
initatives. POP and other in-store mar-
keting materials, trade and consumer
advertising, and packaging. If you are
looking for a position where you can
make an immediate and lasting contri-
bution, kindly fax in confidence to NDJ:

(212) 652-0000

BROADCAST MEDIA BUYER
THE WIZ

A CABLEVISION COMPANY

The area's most exciting entertainment company is seeking a Broadcast Media Buyer to
join the Advertising Dept at its Corporate Headquarters in Edison, New Jersey. Respon-
sibilities include developing, negotiating, and executing broadcast media schedules for
our in-house agency. The ideal candidate will possess 3 years' media buying experience,
knowledge of New York Metro Area Radio and TV market, a college degree, and
proficiency in Microsoft office, Tapscan, TV Scan and research resources used in

boradcast buying.
The WIZ offers excellent compensation and benefits including medical and dental, free
life insurance, free cable (where available), free internet service (where available & pur-
chase of cable modem required), tuition reimbursement, 401(k) with company matching
and employee discount. For consideration, please send resume with salary history to:
THE WIZ , Recruiting Dept/MK, 2045 Lincoln Highway, Edison, NJ 08817.

Fax: (732)650-3329 Email: Wizjobs@thewiz.com

Please use reference code BMB on all correspondence

An Equal Opportunity Employer We are a Drug Free Workplace
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HELP WANTED
MEDIA

ENIOR PLANNING POSITION
TIRED OF THE COMMUTE?

AfICABLEVISION
The metro area's leading media,
telecommunications and entertainment
company, has an excellent opportunity to
work in their fast -paced Marketing
Department full of exciting products and
great people. If you are an analytical team
player and possess three or more years
experience in Media Planning for interne!,
newspaper, TV and radio, we are looking
for you! You must be familiar with
syndicated research (MRI, Simmons,
Scarborough, Arbitron, etc.) and will be
responsible for budgeting and writing
media plans for many of the exciting
products here at Cablevision.

We offer a competitive salary and a
great bnfts pkg. Submit resume, salary
requirements and cover letter indicating
REF # 0611AW4083CFS, to:
Email careers@cablevision.com
(include REF # in subject line of email)
Or mail to: Cablevision, Staffing Dept,
Att: CFS, 1111 Stewart Avenue,
Bethpage, New York 11714.

Equal Opportunity Employer
Er A Drug Free Workplace

Regional Manager -NY
Responsibilities include, managing
senior accounts, prospecting new

business in New York area and growing
current advertising revenues.

You will oversee sales, operations and
development departments.

You have a minimum of 5 years media
sales experience with proven ability to

sell national accounts, outstanding
communication and presentation skills.

You can motivate your staff and
you thrive under pressure.

Email resume to
mlevasseur@zoom-media.com

ZO
OM

ZOOM MEDIA

ADWEEK can offer you the exposure

you need in our Services & Resources

section. If you need to get your service

out to the people who matter, you need

to advertise now.

Call for info

1-800-7-ADWEEK

11.r

THE MARTIN AGENCY
Broadcast Production Manager

Assist Director of Broadcast in the day to day operations of a highly creative 15

member broadcast team. 100+ TV spots produced yearly.

Oversee and manage support staff and systems.

Manager. Diplomat. Leader
5+ Years of Agency TV experience
Extensive SAG/AFTRA knowledge
Legal and Celeb experience a plus

Please submit resumes to Ana Reilly via fax (804) 689-8900
or e-mail ana.reilly@martinagency.com

our job is onlin
www.rga-joblink.com  212-475-0099

ROZ GOLDFARB ASSOCIATES

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Dynamic and award winning advertis-
ing agency seeks a Creative Director
who exhibits strong focus and sensi-
bility to good design. Experience with
print advertising, direct mail, direct re-
sponse, radio, TV and collateral are a
must. Must have experience managing
a staff. If you've got a track record
of creating and implementing some
"big ideas", we would like to hear
about those successes.

Please tax your resume with salary
history to:

(908) 730-9174

BE A DOER
Advertise in ADWEEK classi-
fieds, and you'll be rewarded
with responses. And maybe
more than that. Be a mover
and a shaker with ADWEEK
classifieds. Call NOW!

Call
1-800-7-ADWEEK

SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS?
Need Information about a subscrip-
tion to ADWEEK, BRANDWEEK, or
MEDIAWEEK? For fast service, call
our subscriber hotline TOLL FREE:

1-800-722-6658

ACCOUNT
SUPERVISOR

Award winning NJ advertising agency
with diverse range of consumer.
B -to -B and interactive clients seeking
a high energy seasoned Account Su-
pervisor with 7-10 years experience
to service our fast paced accounts.
Position requires excellent people,
communication and organizational
skills. Candidate will be required to
manage client relationships and man-
age client projects. Must demonstrate
strong strategic thinking and writing.
Must be able to stand before clients
and present work persuasively. Gen-
eral advertising, direct marketing and
agency experience a must. Send re-
sume with salary requirements to:

GraficaGroup
HR Administrator

525 E. Main St
Chester, NJ 07930

or email:
hr@grafica.com

or fax to (908) 879-2569

ADWEEK ONLINE:
FINDING THE RIGHT EMPLOYER JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT FASTER

ADWEEK MAGAZINES Classified Online at adweek.com, the most
comprehensive and most up-to-date source of advertising, market-
ing and media positions, has several new features that will help you
stream line and target your search:

 Instant e-mail responses. Just by clicking on an email link that
appears in many online ads, you can send your resume,
cover letter, and other material in seconds to a prospective
employer. And this means to confidential ads, too!

 Visit an employer's web page. Many online ads have a direct link
to the company's website, so you can learn more about them fast.

 Direct links to the ADWEEK MAGAZINES Archives. Just by
clicking on the company's name, subscribers to ADWEEK Online's
premium services can search the Adweek, Brandweek,
Mediaweek, and MC archives for news and features about an
employer. The more you know, the smarter you'll search.

VISIT ADWEEK.COM

In print and online,

ADWEEK MAGAZINES Classified is
THE HIRE AUTHORITY

ATTN: ADWEEK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
ADWEEK Classified closes on Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.

All copy and artwork must be in our New York office no later than
WEDNESDAY. Copy received after Wednesday will be held and run in

the next available issue. We appreciate your cooperation.

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES
TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE



FREE!
Spotlight your resume for

thousands of active recruiters

If? c°410t3 (

For a limited time, you can post your resume free of charge on the
most powerful career Web site for advertising, media, and marketing:

ADWEEK ONLINE's CAREERNETWORK.

Our new resume bank will become the premier industry resource for
executives who make hiring decisions. Here's your chance to tell them
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Carla Loffredo
President, Advertising Club of NY
Senior Partner/Strategic Planning

Director, MindShare

The Changing Face of
Advertising

"Segment Marketing" is becoming one of
the most important considerations in devel-
oping an advertising campaign. Some of the
countries leading brands are digging deep to
address the different styles and traditions
that are part of the American experience.

The Ad Club's Programs Committee has
branched off with a breakfast series, which
is dedicated to addressing the need to mar-
ket to diverse cultures.

On Wednesday, June 20, the Ad Club
will host a breakfast and panel discussion
called, "The Changing Face of
Advertising" moderated by Stuart Elliot
of The New York Times. Participants are
big thinkers in segmented marketing:
Phil Colon, Sr. Brand Manager for Coca-
Cola, Dawn Williams -Thompson,
Marketing Director at Procter & Gamble,
and Larry Harris, Senior Vice President at
FCBi.

The Diversity Committee focuses on
educating minority college students about
careers in advertising and encourages them
to pursue them. Plus the committee works
to educate advertising professionals about
the value of recruiting minorities and to
encourage them to do so.

If you would like to join either commit-
tees, please contact Cathryn at the Ad Club.

Reservations are required for the break-
fast panel. Please contact Cathryn Weber at
the Ad Club at 212-533-8080 for more
information or www.adclubny.org.
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2 2 2 7 Hash Pipe Weezer

3 5 3 4 The Rock Show Blink -182

4 4 4 14 Breakdown Tantric

5 3 1 28 Drive Incubus

6 6 3 16 My Way Limp Bizkit

7 8 7 4 Schism Tool

8 10 8 11 Crawling Linkin Park

9 9 9 13 Your Disease Saliva

10 11 10 8 The Space Between Dave Matthews
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Video
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Title

Wrong Idea

Playlist

Blu Cantrell Hit Em Up Style
Blues Traveler Girl Inside My Head
David Gray Please Forgive Me
Everclear Brown Eyed Girl
Faith Evans Good Life (remix)
Faith Evans w/ Carl Thomas Can't Believe

Fantastic Plastic Machine Take Me to the Disco
Foxy Brown Brooklyn Anthem
Green Day Waiting
Modjo Chillin'
Ours Sometimes
Product G&B Cluck Cluck
Radiohead Pyramid Song
Rehab It Don't Matter
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EDITED BY LISA GRANATSTEIN

We Are Family
Ziff Davis this fall will retitle a parenting book
Internet Life, reflecting its changed mission
LAUNCHED IN 1994, WHEN NETSCAPE KNOW-HOW WAS A RESUME-BUILDER AND THE

personal computer was still all the rage, FamilyPC was on the cutting
edge, helping parents navigate the brave new world of PCs. But with the

magazine's transition to focusing on the Internet over the past two years,

the FamilyPC handle had become out-
dated. To rectify the image problem, the
Ziff Davis Media monthly will undergo a
redesign this summer and with its Sep-
tember issue will be relaunched as Fami-
ly Internet Lift.

"We're way beyond buying PCs,"
says Robin Raskin, Family Internet Lift
editor in chief. "The magazine has
evolved toward finding the proper bal-
ance between lifestyle and technology,
with the filter being, 'What does a busy
parent need to know, and how can tech-
nology help?' The October issue sharp-
ens that focus."

Along with a new logo that promi-
nently emphasizes Family, the magazine
will be divided into three sections. The
front of the book, Keeping Pace, will provide
news, trends and glimpses of digital life for par-
ents. The feature well's columns will include
Your Finances and Parental Guidance. The
back -of -book will include a revamped reviews
section, called Report Card.

Family Internet Life is the third Ziff Davis
magazine to lose 'PC' from its title since James
Dunning Jr. and Willis Stein & Partners ac-
quired the company from Ziff Davis Inc. in
April 2000. PC Week became eWeek, and PC
Computing has been renamed twice, most
recently as Ziff Davis Smart Business. Only PC
Magazine has remained unchanged.

Ziff Davis executives hope the new name,
inspired by the successful launch of sibling
Yahoo! Internet Life, will better reflect Family
Internet Life's editorial mission. ZD also expects
the parenting title to enjoy hefty gains in circu-
lation and advertising from its soon -to -be close
ties to the 1 million -circulation Yahoo!

Amill, Raskin and Crystal say the name change better re-

flects FIL's content and should help boost its bottom line.

Like most tides that are heavily dependent
on dot -corn and tech advertising, Fami6PCs ad
pages are way off this year, down 34.2 percent
through June, to 263, according to the Medi-
aweek Magazine Monitor. "We need to broad-
en our ad mix," admits publisher Andrew Amill.
"A buyer buys within a box, and the FamilyPC
name limited our ability to break down some
doors." Like Time Inc.'s Parenting and G+J
USA's Parents, Amill says FIL will now be able
to reach out to pharmaceutical, automotive and
packaged -goods advertisers. Though FamilyPC
and Yahoo! already were offered in tandem, the
two will now be a more natural combined buy,
says Scott Crystal, executive vp/publishing di-
rector of ZD's consumer media group. "[Inter-
net Lift] is a brand platform that allows us to go
to the market in a unified fashion," he says.

FamilyPC's total paid circulation grew 38.5
percent, to 698,866, in last year's second half
over the prior year, according to the Audit Bu-

reau of Circulations. But it hasn't been all good
news. Newsstand sales, while only a tiny frac-
tion of FamilyPC's circ, tumbled 68 percent, to
3,305 copies, due in part to retailer confusion
over where to place the title. The monthly often
is racked in the tech section rather than in par-
enting, as Ziff Davis prefers. Crystal says Fam-
ilyPC will be taken off newsstands for the next
three months, until its Sept. 18 relaunch. Fam-
ily Internet Life will be promoted at newsstands,
and Ziff Davis will push wholesalers and retail-
ers to place the mag in their family sections.

ZD's cross -branding of its two Web tides is
getting mixed reviews. "All these tech books are
having problems on the ad -sales side, so now
they're going to throw in another nuance?" says
Carol McDonald, DDB Needham vp/print-
media manager. "The timing on this is not wise.
How many Internet L'es does one need?"

Others are more supportive of the strategy.
"It's a great change-it expands and embraces
the family lifestyle," says Valerie Muller, Medi-
aCom senior vp/print manager. Yet Muller also
cautions there could be some trouble ahead on
newsstands for ZD. "I'm sure there will be
some confusion," she says. -Lisa Granatstein

Bulking Up
SI for Women's new edit team
In an effort to transform Sports Illustrated for

Women into an edgy, literary and stylish
magazine, managing editor Susan Casey has

spent her first two months on the job shaking
up the roster, hiring nine new editors to re-
place a dozen departed staffers. Among those
starting with the tide this week are deputy m.e.
Mary Duenwald, most recently executive edi-
tor of Harper's Bazaar, and Mimi Dutta, for-
merly of I'M. Casey is reuniting with editors -
at -large Lisa Chase and Laura Hohnhold, both
of whom have a long history with the m.e. The
three editors worked together on a women's
active -lifestyle magazine project for Time Inc.
prior to Casey's move to SI for Women; earlier,
the three served as editors together at Outside
and at the now -defunct Women Outside.

"I wanted to shore up on strong editors,"
says Casey. "After working on `The Perfect
Storm' and 'Into Thin Air' [at Outside], I want
that caliber of story in this magazine. I want
editors to have big Rolodexes."

Casey wants to add adventure travel and
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sports training to the magazine's mix, and new
and revamped sections for her first issue in
September are beginning to take shape. The
eight -times -yearly Sports Illustrated spinoff will
expand its training section to include more
specific regimens and "mental workouts."
There will also be a sports style section cover-
ing fashion, music and gear, as well as an
industrial -design column written by former
I.D. editor Amy Goldwasser. "There's a sense
of convergence in the culture at large, and
sports is a part of that," explains Casey.

Casey says she is also going after more dra-
matic covers that will not necessarily feature
celebrity athletes. "I don't know if there are
enough of those people, or to whom they're
celebrities," she notes. "I don't want to frag-
ment the audience."

The 400,000 -circulation SI for Women,
which launched last year after numerous tests,
has failed to bowl over advertisers. Also last
year, Conde Nast folded its similarly targeted
Women's Sports. & Fitness. "Since this is the off-
shoot of the granddaddy of all sports magazines,
it's extremely viable -they just need to get the
correct editorial flow in order to appeal to this
potentially wide sector," says Melissa Pordy,
Zenith Media senior vp/director of print serv-
ices. "With Susan's eye, her background and her
passion...if anyone can do it, she will." -LG

The Insider
U.S. News' Duffy gets top job

Fed up with U.S. News & World Report's
slumping circulation and falling ad pages,
owner Mort Zuckerman has turned to

executive editor Brian Duffy, naming him to
succeed editor Stephen Smith. Smith has been
named editorial director of the weekly and will
stay on as a consultant.

Third -ranked U.S. News, like its counter-
parts Time and Newsweek, has suffered as of late.
U.S. News' paid circulation fell by 5.7 percent,
to 2 million, in the second half of 2000, and sin-
gle copy sales dipped 14.7 percent, according
to ABC. The book's 2001 ad pages are down
21.8 percent percent, to 611, through June 11,
reports the Mediaweek Monitor.

Duffy's promotion signals new editorial
direction for the embattled newsweekly, with a
heavier emphasis on investigative reporting and
a re-evaluation of its pioneering back -of -the -
book "News You Can Use" service features.
"The idea is to migrate both the concepts of
investigative journalism and service journal-
ism," says Duffy, "and make sure they're pres-

Mediaweek Ma
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azine Monitor

While the dot -cow bust continues to hurt The Economist, Wall Street mergers and buyouts late last year
have also contributed to the title's ad -page slowdown, says 011y Comyn, Economist vp/advertising direc-
tor of Americas. The Economist is down 6.48 percent this year through the June 2 issue, in part from the
loss of pages from consolidated firms, including J.P. Morgan and Salomon Smith Barney. -Lori Lefevre

NEWS/BUSINESS

ISSUE

DATE

CURRENT ISSUE

PAGES LAST

GATE

YEAR

PAGES

LAST YEAR

PERCENT

CHANGE

YTO

PAGES

YID

LAST YEAR

PERCENT

CHANGE

BustnessWeek 11 -Jun 101.94 12 -Jun 114.83 -11.23% 1,724.80 2,665.88 -35.30%
The Economist 2 -Jun 53.00 3 -Jun 54.00 -1.85% 1,299.00 1,389.00 -6.48%
The Industry Standard 11 -Jun 45.00 12 -Jun 224.00 -79.91% 1,032.00 3,839.00 -73.12%
NewsweekE 11 -Jun 27.46 12 -Jun 44.25 -37.94% 768.13 1,044.85 -26.48%
The New Republic 11 -Jun 8.16 12 -Jun 21.99 -62.89% 205.03 215.02 -4.65%
TimeEm 11 -Jun 54.53 12 -Jun 57.68 -5.46% 1,000.00 1,332.05 -24.93%
US News & World Report 11 -Jun 27.79 12 -Jun 35.53 -21.78% 611.36 782.03 -21.82%
The Weekly Standard 18 -Jun 9.70 19 -Jun 9.33 3.97% 229.50 216.80 5.86%
Category Total 327.58 561.61 41.67% 5,859.82 11,484.63 40.18%

SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT/LEISURE
AutoWeek 11 -Jun 24.88 12 -Jun 28.53 -12.79% 674.43 718.41 -6.12%
Entertainment Weekly 8 -Jun 31.03 9 -Jun 34.48 -10.01% 742.64 840.36 -11.63%
Golf World 8 -Jun 50.67 9 -Jun 66.52 -23.83% 601.59 747.33 -19.50%
New Yorkt 11 -Jun 25.80 12 -Jun 24.40 5.74% 1,248.20 1,152.60 8.29%
People 11 -Jun 60.41 12 -Jun 79.32 -23.84% 1,639.95 1,771.00 -7.40%
The Sporting News 11 -Jun 3.30 12 -Jun 13.70 -75.91% 238.10 278.50 -14.51%
Sports Illustrated 11 -Jun 66.39 12 -Jun 65.17 1.87% 1,036.01 1,198.30 -13.54%
The New Yorker 11 -Jun 29.06 12 -Jun 43.64 -33.41% 976.15 1,003.41 -2.72%
Time Out New York 6 -Jun 77.13 7 -Jun 69.75 10.57% 1,528.08 1,681.06 -9.10%
TV Guide 9 -Jun 50.11 10 -Jun 46.99 6.64% 1,342.48 1,571.03 -14.55%
US Weekly6/0 11 -Jun 46.00 12 -Jun 31.33 46.82% 432.65 395.22 9.47%
Category Total 464.78 503.83 -7.75% 10,410.20 11,357.22 -7.90%

SUNDAY MAGAZINES
Parader 10 -Jun 11.12 11 -Jun 11.15 -0.27% 285.49 293.09 -2.59%
USA Weekendx 10 -Jun 17.26 11 -Jun 10.69 61.46% 263.75 274.03 -3.75%
Category Total 28.38 21.84 29.95% 549.24 567.12 -3.15%
TOTALS 820.74 1,087.28 -24.51% 17,879.34 23,408.97 23.82%
E=estimated page counts; X=YTD included an extra issue in 2000; 1=one more issue in 2001; 6=six more issues in 2001; @,-..one
fewer issue in 2001; D=double issue

ent in all parts of the magazine."
Duffy, who joined US. News in 1986 as a

national reporter, launched the book's renown
investigative team. In June 1990, months before
the Gulf War, Duffy worked on a Saddam Hus-
sein cover story that dubbed the Iraqi leader
"The Most Dangerous Man in the World."

"I don't look at [investigative reporting] in
a narrow-gauge fashion, where we're just chas-
ing the scandal du jour," explains Duffy, citing
as an example last week's
U.S. News two -page re-
port on counterfeit pre-
scription drugs. "It should
really inform all areas of
the magazine."

Last Thursday, U.S.
News dismissed nearly 10
percent of its 250 -person
editorial staff and shut
down its remaining for-
eign bureaus in Beijing
and Moscow, as well as

the Latin American bureau in Miami. "There's
going to be less repackaging of foreign news,"
says Duffy. "It's not a winning proposition for
readers or for us." The magazine also dismissed
some employees in business -side operations.

U.S. News publisher Bill Holiber took Duffy
with him last week on visits with advertisers
around Los Angeles. 'We want to move toward
agenda -setting editorial," says Holiber. "If we
can become more relevant and much different,

we will begin to attract
more intelligent readers -
and that will be more
appealing to advertisers."

"A distinct change is
one way to get on the
radar," says Alan Jurmain,
executive vp/director of
integrated services, U.S., at
Lowe Lintas & Partners.
"It gives [US. News] an

opportunity to get a little
more ear time." -LG 

Duffy will add investigative stories and
service and trim foreign news coverage. C
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At Deadline
(Continued from page 5) including investing and lifestyle
sections. The IDG magazine has been struggling this year
because of the steep falloff of dot-com spending; ad pages
are down 73 percent through the June 11 issue, according to
the Mediaweek Magazine Monitor.

FCC Dunks Sinclair's Dayton Duopoly
In compliance with FCC ownership regulations, the Federal
Communications Commission has ordered Sinclair Broadcast
Group to sell one of its TV stations in Dayton, Ohio. According
to the duopoly rule, no company can own and operate two TV
stations in a market with fewer than eight separately owned
outlets, as is the case for Dayton, the No. 55 DMA. Sinclair
owns WKEF-TV, an NBC affiliate, and provides programming and
advertising sales for WRGT-TV, the Fox affiliate. The stations
share news departments but have separate sales staffs. Sin-
clair will challenge the FCC order in a federal appeals court.

ESPN Brings Back Tiger for July Tourney
ABC Sports, which has had decent weeknight ratings suc-
cess airing match -play golf exhibitions featuring Tiger
Woods the past two years, will once again bring Woods to
prime time on Monday, July 30, when it airs Lincoln Finan-
cial Group Battle at Bighorn from 8 to 11 p.m. Lincoln
Financial, the title sponsor, has ad -category exclusivity in
financial; Coors has signed on as the exclusive beer adver-
tiser. Other advertisers will include British Airways, Master-
card, National Car Rental, Titleist, Calloway, Seaman's and
the Williams Cos. Last year's event, which carried the same
title, pitted Woods against Sergio Garcia and drew a 7.6 rat-
ing, up 10 percent from the previous year's Showdown at
Sherwood, in which Woods played against David Duval. This
year's play will pair Woods and female pro Karrie Webb
against Duval and Annika Sorenstam.

Lalli Leaves News to Mull Magazine
Frank Lalli, most recently editor of the now -defunct George,
has resigned from his post as Sunday editor of the New York
Daily News after only three months. While Lalli was said to
have left because he missed working on magazines, there
was speculation that his exit was a cost-cutting measure or
that he may have crossed swords with News owner Mort
Zuckerman over a recent critical cover story about New York
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani.

Finkelstein Heads News Communications
News Communications Inc. has appointed James A. Finkel-
stein, former owner of the National Law Publishing Co., as its
new president and CEO. Finkelstein plans to take the compa-
ny-publisher of Washington, D.C.'s The Hill and Dan's Papers
in Long Island's Hamptons-private, subject to board
approval. Stockholders holding a majority of the company's
shares agreed to vote in favor of the plan, paying outside
stockholders $1.30 per share in cash and debt. Finkelstein
is also purchasing 750,000 newly issued shares of stock val-
ued at $1 per share and 3 million shares of stock at $1.10
to $2 per share. In addition to taking the company private,

Finkelstein plans to focus on expanding News Communica-
tions' presence in Washington and to acquire additional
national and professional publications.

Sunrise Fires WPRI Staffers in Providence
Just days after completing its purchase of Providence, R.I.,
CBS affiliate WPRI-TV from Clear Channel Communications,
Sunrise Communications has dismissed morning news
anchors Steve Wieczek and Ann Conway. The station's new
owner, based in St. Petersberg, Fla., also let go of three news
staffers as well as three employees from the promotion, pro-
duction and graphics departments. WPRI has trailed NBC's
owned -and -operated WJAR in the local TV news race. Sunrise
also owns Fox affiliate WNAC-TV in Providence, but the com-
pany is expected to sell that property to LIN Television.

NBC Seeking Product -Placement Players
NBC is shopping product -placement proposals to advertisers
for its upcoming reality series, Lost. The series, set for a six -
episode run beginning in September, will begin production over
the next several weeks. But most deals will need to be in place
before advertisers see any tape on the series. Buyers warn
that the success of CBS' Survivor may be upping the ante for
upcoming reality shows. "As other networks launch their own
programs, it's important that they not look at what Survivor II
was getting in terms of [ad pricing and product placement], but
what Survivor I was getting," said Guy McCarter, senior vp and
director of entertainment marketing at OMD/USA.

TechTV and BusinessWeek Strike Pact
Cable's TechTV network has partnered with Business Week to
exchange technology news and analysis. The collaboration
follows other recent content -sharing agreements by San Fran-
sisco-based TechTV with Yahoo! and Fast Company. Some of
the co -branded coverage will include Business Week corre-
spondents on TechTV and in-depth interviews and feature sto-
ries from TechTV's staff published in BW. TechTV, owned by
Paul Allen's Vulcan Ventures, has 25 million subscribers.

Addenda: VNU Business Media's Bill Communications
will fold Interiors magazine with the June issue, after 113
years of publication...Tom Morrissy, national sales manager
for Time Inc.'s Entertainment Weekly, has been promoted to
associate publisher, advertising...Carey Winfrey, assistant
managing editor at Time Inc.'s People, has been named editor
in chief of Smithsonian. He will replace Don Moser, who is
retiring after 20 years...UPN has signed a new long-term affil-
iation agreement with Roberts Broadcasting-owned WHSL-TV
in St. Louis...Bill Brand was named senior vp of reality pro-
gramming at Lifetime. Previously, he was vp of programming
and production at VH1...Home Box Office is developing a
video -on -demand subscription service. HBO subscribers will
have the ability to watch any or all episodes of The Sopranos,
Sex in the City and the net's original movies whenever they
fancy, rewinding -or fast-forwarding-all the naughty
bits...UPN has set an Aug. 31 airdate for the first of its Iron
Chef USA: Showdown in Las Vegas specials.
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foremost TV experts

by afternoon.
Tings happen fast in the TV business.
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Media Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Produce This!
TODAY MEDIA PERSON ADDRESSES ONE OF THE MOST UR-

gent questions of our time, one that is causing some of the worst
suffering witnessed in our country since the Depression of the '30s.
Namely: Is it possible to go on living if you haven't seen The Pro-
ucers and have no chance of getting tickets
soon? You may be shocked to learn that the
normally dour MP takes a surprisingly opti-
mistic position on this matter. He not only
believes you can survive, he thinks it possible
you may one day learn to laugh again.

A study of people who failed to attend past
theatrical blockbusters such as My Fair Lady,
A Chorus Line and Macbeth revealed that 76
percent of them were able to continue func-
tioning well in their daily lives despite the
trauma, though unfortunately, most suffered
facial tics, stomach cramps and nightmares
involving Ethel Merman.

The study also showed that the type of
person most likely to come out all right is one
who is strong, confident, calm, intelligent,
well-balanced and self-reliant. Of course, this
is the type of person most likely to come out
all right in any situation. You, on the other
hand, could be in big trouble.

Not to worry, though. We're going to
work this thing out together. The main chal-
lenge to your mental stability will come from
those who have seen the show, as they will be
unable to stop reminding you of the fact.
There are only two effective ways to handle
such people. (No, striking them in the face is
not one of them.)

The first, which Media Person himself
would never utilize, as it is cowardly (though
surprisingly effective), is to pretend you've
seen the show. This is so easy, it's amazing
more people don't do it. All you have to do
is say, "Yeah, loved it. Great show." Clever
attempts to catch you out, such as noncha-
lantly posing the question, "Wasn't the scene
with the elephant hilarious?" can be easily
defeated if you only remember this phrase:
"Bah! There was no scene with an elephant."

The second, and recommended, method
allows you to retain your integrity by insist-
ing that you have no need to see The Produc-
ers and in fact proudly refuse to see it. The
correct technique here is to eschew bombast
or self-righteousness (though both are cer-
tainly justified!), yet wither your adversary
with a short, devastating gibe that puts the
impudent buffoon in his place, casting him as
a lemming -like conformist, hopelessly in
thrall to popular opinion.

As you may be too busy to think one up
yourself, Media Person has graciously con-
sented to loan you some of his. Here, take as
many as you need:

1. I wouldn't dream of seeing that show.
It would dilute my cherished memory of the
movie, a rare gem of comic perfection. Zero

who use walkers.
4. They raised the ticket price to $100 as

soon as the reviews came in, an example of
the kind of unbridled arrogance and greed
that is destroying the theater and indeed, the
values of our civilization.

5. Maybe I'm just a humorless old fud-
dy-duddy, but I don't see anything funny
about Hitler. Mussolini, now there was an
amusing guy.

6. Chaplin did it better in The Great
Dictator.

7. It's not only jejune, it's puerile.
8. It's unhealthy to have one show gob-

bling up all the awards and buzz, robbing
other worthy musicals of much -needed at-
tention. Why does no one ever talk about
Urinetown?

9. I hear nobody in The Producers takes
all their clothes off like they do in The Full
Monty.

10. Maybe I'll see it, but not until all this
hoopla dies down. The show will be even
better when the leads are being played by

LIKE THE SALEM WITCH TRIALS, THE DUTCH TULIP MANIA OR THE CLINTON

IMPEACHMENT, THE PRODUCERS MADNESS CAN'T BE EXPLAINED.

Mostel was funnier than Nathan Lane. Gene
Wilder was funnier than Matthew Broderick.
Lee Meredith was sexier than Cady Huff-
man. The Nazi playwright in the movie was
more Aryan than the one in the play.

2. The Producers? It's so jejune.
3. Nothing getting this much hype can

possibly be as good as it's cracked up to be.
I mean, look at Titanic. Obviously, there is
some kind of mass hysteria going on here.
Like the Salem witch trials, the Dutch tulip
mania or the Clinton impeachment, the
Producers madness can't be explained until
time allows us some perspective, but obvi-
ously it has something to do with an un-
healthy repressed lust for little old ladies

Mickey Rooney and Andy Dick.
11. I don't mind goose-stepping where it's

appropriate, but I'm concerned that now we'll
be seeing it in every musical on Broadway.

12. I don't care if it won the Tony for Best
Lighting Design. My mother saw it, and she
says the lighting lacked subtlety.

13. Personally, I prefer Off -Off Broadway
and regional theater to these overblown, com-
mercialized spectacles with all those scantily
dressed chorus girls.

14. Do we really want our children to
behave like Mel Brooks?

15. Do you have any idea how many dan-
gerous germs a large crowd emits into the air
every minute?
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MSN' attracts one of
the most savvy shopping
crowds on the Web.

It's something that @plan,- a
third -party research firm, hos
known all along. They discovered
that a whopping 7 out of 10
MS\ users have made an online
purchase in the past six mcnths.
That's a percentage dramatically
higher than the average Web
audience. And it's a distinction
MISN has held for 12 straight
quarters. That's because our best -
of -breed sites and rich content
draw a much more active and
invollved audience. Combined with
our proven Internet marketing
services and Microsoft techr ology,
its pretty clear why we want you
to take notice. Find out more at
mediacenter.msn.com. Or g ve
us a call at 425.703.7777.



THIS COURT TV VIEWER'S RING:

a). came in a little blue box

b) came in a cereal box

Most people would answer b. Truth is, Court TV viewers are a lot more upscale than you'd think. Our demos are comparable to

A&E, Discovery and TLC. With a lineup that includes intelligent, compelling dramas, as well as gripping, original documentaries,

that fact shouldn't be too surprising. For even more evidence, call Gig Barton at 212-692-7859.
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